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News in Breif

Mumbai, Agency.  

Addressing the media in Mumbai, Chidambaram said, 
“All that has been built over the last 70 years is being 
pawned off into the hands of a select few. People must 
be aware of this danger and protest against it.” Upping 
the ante against the Centre over its asset monetisation 
pipeline scheme, senior Congress leader P Chidambaram 
Friday alleged the government was planning to sell off its 
assets in the name of the monetisation policy. Addressing 
the media in Mumbai, Chidambaram said, “All that has 
been built over the last 70 years is being pawned off 
into the hands of a select few. People must be aware of 
this danger and protest against it.” He added, “There is 
a concept in economics called asset stripping. That is 
what is happening here. There was no consultation done 

on this policy. There was no debate in Parliament. The 
government will never allow a discussion on this issue. 
PM Narendra Modi does not answer questions and neither 
does Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman.” Last month, 
the Centre unveiled a four-year National Monetisation 
Pipeline (NMP) worth an estimated Rs 6 lakh crore. The 
!"#$%&' ($)*' +"' ,-#"%.' /(#,0' $-' 12"3-4$0#5' !2"60%+*' 1&'
engaging the private sector, transferring to them revenue 
2$78+*'(-5'-"+'"3-02*8$!' $-'+80'!2"60%+*9'(-5',*$-7'+80'
funds generated for infrastructure creation across the 
country. The NMP has been announced to provide a clear 
framework for monetisation and give potential investors 
a ready list of assets to generate investment interest. 
:80'7"/02-)0-+'8(*'*+20**05'+8(+'+80*0'(20'12"3-4$0#5'
assets, which have been “de-risked” from execution risks, 
and therefore should encourage private investment. 
Structuring the monetisation transactions, providing a 
1(#(-%0'2$*.'!2"4$#0'";'(**0+*9'(-5'0;;0%+$/0'0<0%,+$"-'";'
the NMP will be key challenges. “Congress sold only non-
core assets. Our criterion was that core and strategic 
assets would never be sold. 

Centre selling govt assets 
!"#"$%&#'(#%'"&)*$)'"#
policy, says P Chidambaram

Bengaluru, Agency.      

The Kythasandra police had initially 
4$#05' (' ),2502' (-5' 2"1102&' %(*0' 1,+'
later added rape charges after a post-
mortem examination. A gold chain worth 
Rs 30,000 that was with the victim was 
also missing. Ten days after a 30-year-
old woman was allegedly gangraped 
and murdered in a village in Karnataka’s 
Tumkur district, police are yet to make 
any headway in the investigation. 

The Tumkur case is solely dependent 
on ground information, unlike the 
Mysuru rape-murder case, which took 
place on the same day, made headlines 
and where police managed to nab the 
accused through mobile phone location 
information and witness account, 
police sources said. “This probe cannot 
be compared with the Mysuru case as 
no mobile phones were active at the 
location and there are no witnesses or 
victims alive to share even a word of 
information. We are suspecting that 
someone who is known (to the victim) or 
lives in neighbouring villages might have 
%"))$++05' +80' %2$)09=' (' !"#$%0' ";4$%02'
*($5>'?&+8(*(-52('!"#$%0' $-$+$(##&' 4$#05' ('

murder and robbery case but later added 
rape charges after a postmortem. A gold 
chain worth Rs 30,000 that was with the 
victim was also missing. The woman was 
a mother to two children. “I came back 
from work around 5.30 pm that day and 
my eldest daughter came home saying 
+8(+' *80' %",#5' -"+' 4$-5' 802' )"+802' $-'
+80' 4$0#5*>' @' 30-+' +8020' (-5' *0(2%805'
for her. I asked farmers and labourers… 
and they said they did not notice her,” 
the woman’s husband said. “About 250 
)0+20*';2")'",2'4$0#59'+8020'$*'('2"%.A@'
found a broken glass bangle which she 
had worn during Varamahalakshmi 
!""6(>' :3"' *+0!*' (80(59' @' *(3' 802'
body lying in a bad state. It was really 
devastating,” he said. District SP Rahul 
Kumar Shahapurwad told 

Karnataka : 10 days on, little 
headway in probe into rape-murder

New Delhi, Agency.          

As on September 1, nearly 51 
crore people  which is 54 per cent 
of the estimated 93.8 crore people 
above the age of 18 years in India 
had received at least one dose of 
the vaccine. Over 15.32 crore of 
these individuals have received 
their second dose as well. Seven 
and a half months into the national 
vaccination drive, India has got 
more than half its adult population 
inoculated with at least one dose 
of a Covid-19 vaccine. 

In the two small states of 
Sikkim and Himachal Pradesh, 
and in the Union Territory of 
Dadra and Nagar Haveli and 
Daman and Diu, almost every 
eligible person has received at 
least one dose of the vaccine, data 
show. As on September 1, nearly 
51 crore people which is 54 per 
cent of the estimated 93.8 crore 
people above the age of 18 years 
in India had received at least one 
dose of the vaccine. Over 15.32 

crore of these individuals have 
received their second dose as well. 
Besides Himachal and Sikkim, 
B++(2(.8(-59' ?02(#(9' C,6(2(+9'
and Madhya Pradesh too have 
done well; over 70 per cent of 
their adult population have been 
administered at least one dose 
(see box). In these states, over a 
quarter of the eligible population 
have been inoculated with the 
second dose as well. In every state 
across the country, at least 40 
per cent of people have received 
at least one vaccine dose. The 
lowest coverage is in West Bengal, 
where about 41 per cent have 

been immunised with a single 
shot. Jharkhand, Uttar Pradesh, 
Bihar, and Tamil Nadu have done 
better than West Bengal, but are 
still well short of the share of 
vaccinated people nationally. In at 
least eight big states, less than 50 
per cent of the adult population 
have been vaccinated. Over 66 
crore vaccine doses have been 
administered until now, of which 
Covishield the vaccine developed 
by AstraZeneca and Oxford 
University, and manufactured in 
India under licence by Pune-based 
Serum Institute in India  accounts 
for more than 87 per cent.

Covid vaccination : Near total 1-shot 
cover in Himachal; UP, Bengal at bottom

Jalandhar, Agency.     

:80' %",2+' ";' D55$+$"-(#'E$*+2$%+' F0**$"-*' G,5709' H(6'?,)(29' ";'
Ludhiana, dismissed a plea by Raninder Singh challenging a 
lower court order of September 2020 that allowed the ED to 
$-*!0%+'+80'4$#0*>'D'#"%(#'%",2+'$-'I,58$(-(':8,2*5(&'(##"305'+80'
Enforcement Directorate (ED) to inspect the fresh documents 
submitted by the Income Tax department in the ongoing tax 
0/(*$"-' %(*0*' (7($-*+' J,-6(1' K8$0;' L$-$*+02' K(!+' D)(2$-502'
Singh and his son Raninder Singh. The court of Additional 
E$*+2$%+'F0**$"-*'G,5709'H(6'?,)(29'";'I,58$(-(9'5$*)$**05'('!#0('
by Raninder Singh challenging a lower court order of September 
MNMN'+8(+'(##"305'+80'OE'+"'$-*!0%+'+80'4$#0*>'

The court also directed the parties to the case to appear before 
the trial court on September 9. Amarinder and Raninder were 
1"".05'$-'+8200'%(*0*'4$#05'1&'+80'@P:'50!(2+)0-+';"2'(##0705#&'
amassing wealth in foreign countries and then concealing 
information to evade income tax. The Ludhiana court is hearing 
all three cases two against Raninder and one against Amarinder. 
:80'OE' $-'D,7,*+' #(*+' &0(2'8(5' 4$#05' +8200'(!!#$%(+$"-*' $-' +80'
court of Chief Judicial Magistrate, Ludhiana seeking to inspect 
+80';20*8'5"%,)0-+*'4$#05'1&'+80'@P:'50!(2+)0-+'$-'+80'"-7"$-7'
cases. The central agency had initiated probe against Raninder 
in 2016 under the Foreign Exchange Management Act (FEMA) 
after the I-T department alleged that he had lied about the trusts 
that he allegedly owned in Virgin Islands. Raninder had even 
appeared before the ED in connection with the FEMA violation 
case and the agency, to carry forward its investigation, wanted 
to inspect the fresh records. The Ludhiana court had allowed 
ED the inspection of the new records. Raninder challenged the 
order contending that that no opportunity of hearing was given 
to revisionists before allowing the application of ED, which 
$*' (7($-*+' +80' !2$-%$!#0' ";' -(+,2(#' 6,*+$%0>' H(-$-502' ;,2+802'
*,1)$++05'+8(+'+80'OE'8(*'-"'#"%,*'*+(-5$'+"'4$#0'+80'(!!#$%(+$"-'
for inspection before the trial court as till date no cognizance has 
been taken against him. The court of Additional District Sessions 
6,5709' 8"30/029' "1*02/05' +8(+' (' !02,*(#' ";' 2,#0*' !02+($-$-7'
+"' $-*!0%+$"-' ";' 6,5$%$(#' 20%"25*' 20/0(#*' +8(+' (' *+2(-702' +"' ('
%$/$#' "2' %2$)$-(#' %(*0')(&9' ;"2' *,;4$%$0-+' 20(*"-' *8"3-' +"' +80'
satisfaction of court, inspect the record of such pending cases. 
“The matter regarding the inspection was between the ED and 
the court. So, it was for the court, seized with the matter, to 
record its satisfaction and allow the inspection of the record to 

the stranger,” read the court order. The court further observed 
that in view of inspection rules, a stranger to a case can inspect 
%$/$#'(*'30##'(*'%2$)$-(#'!0-5$-7'4$#0' ;"2'*,;4$%$0-+'20(*"-*'(-5'
the ED is an independent investigation agency under the FEMA. 
F"'+80'50!(2+)0-+'8(*'#"%,*'*+(-5$'+"'$-*!0%+'+80'4$#0'(-59'$-'%(*0'
the inspection to the ED is not allowed, it would create a hurdle 
in the investigation. Dismissing the revision plea, the court 
said that no interference is warranted and there is no merit in 
the plea. Meanwhile, a source in ED said, “The I-T department, 
in its cases against CM and his son, had placed on record that 
+80&' 8(5' %(22$05' ",+' *")0' ,-5$*%#"*05' 4$-(-%$(#' +2(-*(%+$"-*'
through a bank account in HSBC, Geneva, and HSBC Financial 
Services Limited (Middle East) and own some properties 
offshore”. Raninder, while appearing before ED in 2020, had said 
that he will cooperate with the investigating agency. The case 
against Amarinder Singh is registered under section 277 (false 
*+(+0)0-+'";'/02$4$%(+$"-Q'";' +80' @P:'D%+'38$#0' +3"'"+802'%(*0*'
against Raninder are registered under section 276-C (evasion of 
tax) and section 277 of the I-T Act, with I-T department being the 
complainant in all three cases.

Fake owners, fake tenants in Bengaluru eviction racket

The firm told the High Court that it had been in possession of the land since 1954

Bengaluru, Agency. 

The modus operandi is simple and yet, 
audacious. A nexus of operators creates fake 
documents and claims ownership to prime 
!2"!02+&>' :80-9' (' %(*0' $*' 4$#05' $-' +80' *)(##'
causes court, which deals with civil matters, 
;"2' 0/$%+$"-' ";' (' 4$%+$+$",*' +0-(-+' -()05' 1&'
the fake owner. Once a favourable decree is 
obtained, it is used to try and forcibly evict 
the legal owner. So far, 118 cases have been 
unearthed in Bengaluru, where “fake decrees” 
were obtained by the nexus including a former 
public prosecutor and at least six lawyers, in 
an investigation conducted by the CID after 
the racket came to the notice of the Karnataka 
High Court last year. 

There have been at least 12 arrests so far 
(-5' +80' K@E' $*' #$.0#&' +"' 4$#0' 5"R0-*' ";' %(*0*'
on charges of forgery, impersonation and 
hoodwinking of courts over the coming days, 
based on records maintained by the registrar 
of the small causes court. The racket came to 
light in November 2020 when the High Court 
3(*' 80(2$-7' (' %(*0' 4$#05' 1&' (' !2$/(+0' 4$2)9'
Shah Harilal Bikabai and Company, against its 
eviction from a 100×56 sq ft property in North 

Bengaluru in 2018 using a small causes court 
50%200>' :80' 4$2)' +"#5' +80' S$78' K",2+' +8(+' $+'
had been in possession of the land since 1954. 
The High Court found that within a few days 
";' +80' 4$#$-7' ";' +80' 0/$%+$"-' %(*0' $-' +80' *)(##'
causes court, the fake owners and tenants 
claimed to have reached a compromise on the 
eviction timeline. The fake owners obtained 
a decree for eviction under police protection 
and started efforts to evict the actual occupant. 
The company approached the High Court after 
('!"#$%0'%")!#($-+'4$#05'$-'D,7,*+'MNMN';($#05'
to stop the eviction process. On November 

T9' MNMN9' (' *$-7#0P6,570' S$78' K",2+' 10-%8' ";'
Justice Krishna Dixit noted that the eviction 
*,$+'3(*'4$#05'$-'+80'*)(##'%(,*0*'%",2+'"-'D!2$#'
26, 2018. “…strangely, a compromise decree 
has been obtained on 31.05.2018, absolutely 
without any explanation for this rocket speed, 
even when the ink on the pleadings had not 
yet dried up,” the High Court stated. Crucially, 
the High Court also asked the registrar of 
the small causes court “to institute a police 
investigation in this serious matter and 
cause a domestic enquiry against the suspect 
";4$%$(#*'";'+80'%",2+9'*$-%0';2(,59';"2702&'(-5'
fabrication ordinarily do not happen without 
the involvement of insiders”. In the same 

)"-+89' +80' 207$*+2(2' 4$#05'('!"#$%0' %")!#($-+>'
But the probe picked up speed only after the 
case was handed over to the CID by the state 
government. On June 26 this year, Justice Dixit 
said that despite “the enormity of the scam 
that has been perpetrated by forging the court 
records and fabricating the seals of the sub-
207$*+2(2*' (-5' "+802' ";4$%0*=9' +8020' 3(*' U-"'
progress worth mentioning”. Subsequently, 
a Division Bench of the High Court headed 
by then Chief Justice Abhay Sreenivas Oka 
converted the case into a PIL and began 
monitoring the CID probe. According to High 
Court recordings, the CID presented a report 
on August 17 stating that notices had been 
$**,05'+"'20/0-,0'";4$%$(#*'+"'U;,2-$*8'20%"25*'
of suit properties involved in 71 small cause 
cases”. During the hearing, the Division Bench 
also ordered for bar associations to be made 
parties to the case on account of investigations 
leading to the alleged roles of advocates. 
Records show that a former public prosecutor 
8(*'4$#05';"2'(-+$%$!(+"2&'1($#'$-'+80'%(*0'(;+02'
at least three advocates were granted this 
relief. Small causes courts are established by 
*+(+0*'+"'(56,5$%(+0'%$/$#')(++02*'";'*)(##'/(#,0'
in a summary manner. 

!   There have been at least 12 
arrests so far and the CID is likely 
!"#$%&'#(")'*+#",#-.+'+#"*#-/.01'+#
",#,"01'023#%45'0+"*.!%"*#.*(#
/""(6%*7%*1#",#-"80!+#"9'0#!/'#
-"4%*1#(.2+3#:.+'(#"*#0'-"0(+#
4.%*!.%*'(#:2#!/'#0'1%+!0.0#",#
!/'#+4.&&#-.8+'+#-"80!;

Tax Evasion Case : Ludhiana 
court allows ED to inspect I-T 
!"#$%&'(&)*+&%',&-.,",/$0&1",23

Sukhbir announces Tota 
Singh, his son as candidates 
from Moga, Dharamkot

Ludhiana, Agency. While SAD veteran 
6(+805(2':"+('F$-78'3(*'(--",-%05'
as candidate from Dharamkot, his son 
V(26$-502'F$-78'V2(2'(#$(*'L(.8(-'3(*'
declared the pick from Moga. SHIROMANI 
AKALI Dal (SAD) chief Sukhbir Badal 
announced a father-son duo as candidates 
from Moga and Dharamkot. While 
FDE'/0+02(-'6(+805(2':"+('F$-78'3(*'
announced as candidate from Dharamkot, 
8$*'*"-'V(26$-502'F$-78'V2(2'(#$(*'L(.8(-'
was declared the pick from Moga. In 2017 
polls, the father-son lost from the same 
constituencies to Congress candidates. 
Sukhbir also announced that if SAD-BSP 
comes to power, Tota Singh will also be 
given a ministerial berth. He said all pro-
farmer forces were collecting under the 
banner of the SAD and this was not to the 
liking of the Congress party which was 
+2&$-7'$+*'10*+'+"';")0-+'+2",1#0'$-'J,-6(1>'
Stating that AAP was trying to befool 
people the same way Congress had in last 
elections, he said: “AAP is getting forms 
4$##05'+"'70+';(%$#$+&'";'WNN',-$+*';200'!"302'
in case it forms government. Will this 
;(%$#$+&'10'7$/0-'"-#&'+"'+8"*0'38"'4$##'+80'
forms or to everyone?”

91%:#('!/*#!";/.1$)'"#<!2#
$/'"7#='>#!"#?3@A*#B''"46

Jammu, Agency.  Further details are 
awaited, the PRO added. He, however, 
50-$05'(-&'%0(*04$20'/$"#(+$"-'(#"-7'+80'
I"K>':80'D2)&'8(*';"$#05'(-'$-4$#+2(+$"-'
bid along the Line of Control (LoC) in 
Jammu and Kashmir’s Poonch district, 
50;0-%0'";4$%$(#*'*($5'"-'X2$5(&>':8$*'$*'
+80'*0%"-5'$-4$#+2(+$"-'1$5';"$#05'1&'+80'
D2)&'$-'+80'#(*+'4$/0'5(&*>'U:8020'3(*'(-'
$-4$#+2(+$"-'(++0)!+'Y1&'+022"2$*+*Q'(#"-7'
LoC in Poonch sector last night,” said the 
JHZ'50;0-%0>':80'$-4$#+2(+$"-'1$5'8(*'100-'
;"$#05'3$+8'0;;0%+$/0'4$20'1&'+80'+2""!*'"-'
our side of the LoC, he said. Further details 
are awaited, the PRO added. He, however, 
50-$05'(-&'%0(*04$20'/$"#(+$"-'(#"-7'+80'
LoC. Earlier in the week on Monday, two 
terrorists were killed as Army troops foiled 
('*$)$#(2'$-4$#+2(+$"-'(++0)!+'(#"-7'+80'I"K'
in Poonch district.

JDU MLA seen wearing 
-"2&17$1%&".*#'"#B$."$3C&/6!#.1$!"D#
4/$1!;&*#6&#6$2#-5*&.#*.'%$46

New Delhi, Agency. Images of the 
MLA standing in the AC First Class 
%")!(2+)0-+'";'+80':06(*'H(658(-$'
Express from Patna to New Delhi wearing 
a white vest have since surfaced online. 
Janata Dal (United) MLA Gopal Mandal 
stirred up a storm onboard a New Delhi-
bound express train on Thursday, after 
several passengers complained that he 
was roaming around in his compartment 
in his undergarments. Images of the 
MLA standing in the AC First Class 
%")!(2+)0-+'";'+80':06(*'H(658(-$'
Express from Patna to New Delhi wearing 
a white vest have since surfaced online. 
L(-5(#'"-'X2$5(&'%#(2$4$05'+8(+'80'8(5'
to strip down to his undergarments as 
he had an upset stomach during the 
6",2-0&9'D[@'20!"2+05>'UX0##"3'!(**0-702*'
complained about the behaviour of MLA. 
RPF (Railway Protection Force) and TTE 
(Travelling Ticket Examiner) persuaded 
1"+8'!(2+$0*'(-5'!(%$4$05'+80')(++029='*($5'
H(60*8'?,)(29'K8$0;'J,1#$%'H0#(+$"-'Z;4$%02'
(CPRO), East Central Railway. A heated 
argument broke out when Mandal’s 
%"P!(**0-702*'"160%+05'+"'8$*'108(/$",2>'
H($#3(&'J2"+0%+$"-'X"2%0'";4$%$(#*'(-5'+80'
TTE onboard the train intervened and 
were able to resolve the issue.

!  </'#-"80!#.&+"#(%0'-!'(#!/'#5.0!%'+#!"#!/'#-.+'#!"#.55'.0#:',"0'#
!/'#!0%.&#-"80!#"*#='5!'4:'0#>;#?4.0%*('0#.*(#@.*%*('0#6'0'#
:""7'(#%*#!/0''#-.+'+#$%&'(#:2#!/'#AB<#('5.0!4'*!#,"0#.&&'1'(&2#
.4.++%*1#6'.&!/#%*#,"0'%1*#-"8*!0%'+#.*(#!/'*#-"*-'.&%*1#
%*,"04.!%"*#!"#'9.('#%*-"4'#!.C;
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Meeting on women empowerment concluded

 Maithon.

:80'L($+8"-'*+(2+05'(+'+80'X$20'Z;4$%0'
located at Hindi Pakhwada Area 
No. 6 in the CISF Unit of DVC.  Chief 
guest Commandant Pradeep Kumar 
Vishwakarma and special guest 
Assistant Commandant UK Sinha, 
Inspector Agni PK Mishra, Inspector 
PK Gadyan, Inspector PK Sharma, 
Inspector Vigilance Vinod Kumar 
were present.  The fortnight began 
with the address of the Assistant 
Commandant.  The fortnight will 
conclude with prize distribution on 
15th September.  Tree plantation, quiz 
competition and other competitions 
3$##' 10'"27(-$R05'5,2$-7' +80' 4$;+00-P
day fortnight.  

Essay competition was organized 
today at the Fire Center on the problem 
of increasing population, Taliban 
rule in Afghanistan and its impact on 
India, India's performance in Olympics 

and measures to become a sports 
superpower, contribution of youth in 
nation building and role of women.  
A large number of force members 
participated in it.  Principal constable 

SN Tiwari, head constable Agni 
H(60-52('F$-789'$-+0##$70-%0'!02*"--0#'
F(7(2%8(-52('C8"*89'H(6$/'H(-6(-9'HH'
Singh, UK Nath played a commendable 
role in organizing the fortnight.

Jorapokhar.

B-502'+80'#0(502*8$!'";'\(-%8$+'L,.+$'L"2%8('(+'V8"6,5$8'
Panchayat Bhawan, today a meeting was organized for 
the empowerment of underprivileged women under the 
chairmanship of Chandankiyari Block President Kosiwati 
G"*0!8>' ' @-' +8$*9'V8"6,5$8'J(-%8(&(+'J20*$50-+' %,)' GLL'
#0(502'E$#$!':8(.,29'D)(#(1(5'V#"%.'J20*$50-+'H(6.,)(2'
Bauri, Jharkhand in-charge Ramashish Chauhan were 
present.  To empower the deprived women from Jharkhand 
in-charge, the Mahila Block President talked about 
connecting them with education and self-employment.  
The JMM leaders assured that they will place the demands 
before Jharkhand Chief Minister Hemant Soren and try 
to empower women.  Jharkhand in-charge Shri Chouhan 
said that the day the underprivileged women learn to 
live without relying on others, from that day they will 
6"$-' +80')($-*+20()'";'0)!"302)0-+>' ':"'!2")"+0'*0#;P
employment among underprivileged women, a campaign is 

being run to connect them with employment by providing 
training in sewing training camps.  Joba Devi, Vineet Devi, 
C(,2$' E0/$9' V$6#$' E0/$9' F(-58&(' E0/$9' F8(.,-+(#(' E0/$9'
C00+(' E0/$9' J""6(' E0/$9' L002(' E0/$9' H0.8(' E0/$9' K8$-+('
Devi, Lucky Devi etc participated in the meeting.

-.=2.03C

COVID Vaccine Camp was organized at 
L(2(2' J(-%8(&(+' V8(3(->' ' L05$%(#' Z;4$%02P
$-PK8(2709' E2>' F3(2(6' (#"-7' 3$+8' L,.8$&('
F8(-.(2'L$*82(9' J2(.(*8' J(+3(2$' 6"$-+#&' %,+'
the ribbon of the vaccination camp organized 
(+'L(2(2'J(-%8(&(+'V8(3(->'E2>' F3(2(6' *($5'
that vaccine is the only way to win the corona 
pandemic. It is very important for every 
person to take the vaccine.  Prakash Patwari 
said that every villager will be vaccinated, only then we 
can all overcome the corona epidemic.  I will try my best 
to organize more and more vaccine camps in rural areas.  

Vaccine camp in-charge Mukhiya Shankar Mishra said that 
after getting the camp here once a week, all the residents 
of the village will be vaccinated in two months.

Dhanbad.   

Devotees gathered at the residence of Kaushal Kishore 
Singh located at Sri Sri Shivshakti Mandir, Yamuna Vihar 
Colony, Barmasia.  On the occasion of Shri Krishna 
Janmashtami, it was decided to organize Chhathiyari 
festival on 5th September at the football ground.  After the 
!,6(';0*+$/(#9'('72(-5'+(1#0(,'";'I"25'?2$*8-('3$##'10'+(.0-'
out, which will be transformed into a ceremony after 
20(%8$-7'+80'*+(70'(+'+80';""+1(##'72",-5>''V8(6(-'F(-58&('
3$##'10'!20*0-+05'1&'18(6(-'(2+$*+'[$2(-6(-'i'K"';2")'g'
pm in the ceremony, various artists will perform beautiful 
18(6(-*9' *"8(2' (-5' ;"#.' *"-7*>' ' ?8$%85$' L(8(!2(*(5'
will also be served to the devotees.  The chief guests 
in the meeting were Pradeep Kumar Singh, CK Singh, 
?(,*8(#' ?$*8"20' F$-789' [$2)(#' F$-789' H()600/(-' F$-789'
H(/$-52(' J2(*(59' [$2(-6(-' J2(*(5' C,!+(9' F,)$+' ?,)(2'
F$-789'F,2(6'?,)(2'F$-789'V,+,-'H("9'[001,'F(8(9'V8"#('
Saha, Rahul Singh, Ram Raksha.  Hundreds of devotees 
including Singh, Taraknath Das were present.  Devotees 
from different regions have been called to the meeting to 
!(2+$%$!(+0'$-'+80'%0#012(+$"-*>''X"2'+80'4$2*+'+$)0'*,%8'(-'
event is going to be held at the Burmasia football ground.  
So everyone was requested to cooperate and make the 
program a success.

Dhanbad.   

A national Organisation of 
J2(6(!(+$' ?,)8(2' F()(6' 8(*'
(!!"$-+05' ";4$%0' 10(202*' ;"2'
national working committee 
on the recommendations of 
state working committee. From 
Jharkhand Ram Ballabh Kumar 
has been appointed national 
vice President, Dakshineswar 
Kumbhkar , organiser Mati Kala 
3$-7'(-5'J2(/00-'?,)(2'J2(6(!(+$'8(*'100-'(!!"$-+05'(*'-(+$"-(#'
*0%20+(2&>' V8(2+$&(' J2(6(!(+$' S02"0*' O5,%(+$"-(#' *"%$0+&' 8(*'
appointed Hare Ram Pandit , Dhanbad as incharge of Eastern states. 
@-' /$03'";' +80'-03#&'(!!"$-+05'3"2.$-7' %"))$++00' +80'J2(6(!(+$j'
kumbhkars of Jharkhand are feeling good and elevated. BPHO 
(Registered) is working on overall development of the society ie 
unity, education, politics, and many more.

C&G'.&&*#7$.6&1&2#$.#P1!#P1!#P6!G*6$E)#
Q$"2!1#+$%-"$#T!6$1#>'/'": Y6$1):$#B1$W$5$)#[&1'&*#

N17$"!*$)'"#V&7!*.&1&2

Tisra.

On September 5, a convention of the 
Bastakola Regional Committee of the 
Bihar Colliery Kamgar Union will be 
held at Golkadih Adarsh   School.  In 
the conference, issues like opposition 
to privatization of public industries, 
payment of salary of High Power 
Committee to contract workers, 
*0%,2$+&9' 70++$-7' 10-04$+*' ";' GVKK@9'
repair of Jharia will be discussed.  
In the conference, further strategy 
will also be made by creating unity 
of farmers and laborers.  The said 
things were said by Anandmai Pal, 
Union Secretary of BCKU in a press 
%"-;020-%0' (+' +80'B-$"-' ";4$%0' +"5(&>''
He told that the management is 
bringing four laws instead of 44 
labor laws, which we oppose.  Just 
as AK Rai and SK Baksi had fought 
against privatization, globalization 
and imperialism in the past, there is 

a need to strike again.  Fighting is not 
possible unless there is unity.  Those 
who have separated from us will be 
brought back through the conference 
(-5'+80'4$78+'(7($-*+'+80')(-(70)0-+'
(-5'+80'7"/02-)0-+'3$##'10'$-+0-*$4$05'
by reconstituting the committee.  

Senior leaders DD Ramanandan, 
former MLA Anand Mahato, Arup 
K8(++02600' 0+%>'3$##' 10' !20*0-+' $-' +80'
conference.  Public relations are being 
run in the entire area regarding the 
conference.  He appealed to more and 
more laborers to participate in the 

conference.  On this occasion Tulsi 
H(3(-$9' :060-52(' \02)(9' [(70-52('
k(5(/9' H(60-52(' J(*3(-9' F(-6(&'
Rawani, Subhash Kumar, Parmeshwar 
Marandi, Sheshnath Yadav, Amrit Lal 
k(5(/9' F(+&(-(2(&(-' F("9' H(6.,)(2'
Singh etc. were present.

Y>@J\*#4'"(&1&"4&#.'#<&#6&/2 
in Golakdih on 5th September

]1!<-.&#5$!2#.'#.6&#('-"2&1#'(#C$^'2!/*#P46''/

Putkee. 

On the 31st Foundation Day of Daffodils 
Academy School, Karkend Bazar, a heartfelt 
tribute was paid to the founder of the school, 
I(+0' K8(-5$%8(2(-' V(-02600' 3$+8' !,6(' (-5'
8(/(->' ' J2$-%$!(#' :(!(*' V(-02600' *($5' +8(+' +80'
school was established by Late Chandicharan 
V(-026009'('20+$205'+0(%802'";'J,+.$'S$78'F%8""#9'
to provide education to the children of poor and 
labourers.  Established with the aim of creating 
awareness about education in every household 
and not allowing the poorest children to remain 
deprived of education, Daffodils Academy has 

established a record in 31 years not only in 
+80' 4$0#5'";' 05,%(+$"-9' *!"2+*'(-5'(2+*'1,+' (#*"'
in educating the poor.  has done.  This school 
is continuously moving towards realizing the 
520()*' ";' I(+0' V(-02600' 1&' !2"/$5$-7' ;200'
education.  After inaugurating the program 
3$+8' !,6(' (-5' 8(/(-' 1&'E01(*8$*8'L,.8026009'
tributes were paid by garlanding the portrait of 
+80' ;",-502' I(+0' K8(-5$%8(2(-'V(-02600>' ' D-$#'
F$-789' K8(-5(-' J(*3(-9' F(-6(&'E,++(9' ?(,*8(#'
sir, Nisha, Sunita, Kavita, Shashi, Banmali, 
Pranav, Jaiprakash Mishra, Umesh Mishra etc. 
were present on this occasion.  Finally Prasad 
was distributed.

Putkee.

Hearing was held on 
petition WP (PIL) No. 
WedWjMN_e' YC2()$-'
Ekta Manch vs State 
";' G8(2.8(-5Q' 4$#05' $-'
Hon'ble Jharkhand High 
Court regarding air 
pollution in Dhanbad 
1&' H(-6$+' F$-78' (#$(*'
Bablu Singh, President, 
Gramin Ekta Manch.  
Advocate Soumitra 
Baroi, appearing for 
the forum, said that 
the state government, 
pollution board and 
VKKI' 8(/0' 4$#05' +80$2'
replies.  Along with 
this, a copy of the action plan prepared 
to control pollution in Dhanbad has also 
been attached, but no such data has been 
given by them before the court, which 
shows that there is no pollution under the 
said action plan.  has decreased.  Taking 
cognizance of this, the court has asked 

+80'F+(+0'J"##,+$"-'V"(25'(-5'VKKI'+"'4$#0'
(' 20!#&'3$+8' -03' 4$7,20*' 10;"20' +80' -0<+'
date of 30 September.  Let us tell you that 
the President of Rural Ekta Manch has 
100-' 4$78+$-7' ;2")' +80' 2"(5' +"' +80' %",2+>''
He has also been making people aware 
while agitating for pollution control and 
environmental protection.

Hearing in the High Court on the 

5&))'"#;/&2#1&7$12!"7#$!1#5'//-)'"

T$44!"$)'"D#'"/:#F$:#.'#$G'!2#4'1'"$#5$"2&%!4#M#C18#PF$1$W

M'58!2#N"44%++%"*'0#/'&(#.#4''!%*1#
0'1.0(%*1#O/.0%.#4.+!'0#5&.*

Dhanbad.   

The Deputy Commissioner today reviewed the work 
being done by RITES, CMPDI and JRDA in the meeting 
room of the Collectorate regarding the Jharia Master 
Plan.  A detailed review of the works done by RITES since 
2010 in respect of road, rail track and utility diversion, 
dedicated DPR and feasibility report was done.  Along 
with this, the background of Jharia master plan, process of 
*0#0%+$"-'";'4$20'(-5'#(-5*#$50'(20(*'(-5'3"2.*'0<0%,+05'
by CMPDI were discussed in detail.  It was learned in the 
meeting that on the basis of the report of the institute 
-()05'CD@LO:9'cec' 4$20'(-5' #(-5*#$50'(20(*'8(/0'100-'
selected at 34 places in the district.  In this regard the 
Deputy Commissioner directed BCCL to submit the 
relevant GYMAT report.  The Deputy Commissioner said 
that the cut-off date of Jharia Master Plan 2004 and 2009 
may change from the present position.  Therefore, in this 

regard, BCCL was directed to arrange satellite images 
from the authorized agency for the years 2004, 2009 
and every year thereafter and study the present situation 
and give a detailed report in this regard.  Along with 
+8$*9' $-*+2,%+$"-*'3020'7$/0-'+"'*,2/0&'(##' +80' $50-+$4$05'
areas with drones.  The Deputy Commissioner said that 
ensuring the availability of roads to all the citizens of 
the district is the priority of the district administration.  
For this, BCCL and RITES will coordinate and prepare a 
feasibility report and DPR.  Regarding the progress of 
DPR for shifting the DC railway line was also discussed 
in the meeting.  Along with this, detailed discussion was 
held to ensure water supply and electricity supply in 
Belgadia.  Deputy Commissioner, Deputy Development 
Commissioner, representatives of RITES, representatives 
";'KLJE@9'";4$%02*' $-P%8(270'";'CHED'(-5'"+802'";4$%02*'
and employees were present in the meeting.

Q$*'"\*#4'"2!)'"#41!)4$/#2-&#.'#&/&4.1'4-)'"

Dhanbad.

A mason working on the roof of a house suddenly fell 
down after coming in contact with a wire carrying 
a current of 11 thousand volts.  He was taken to 
SNMNCH, where his condition remains critical.  It 
is said that Bharat Sao, a mason of Nagarkiari of 
Barwadda police station area, was working on the 

terrace of Dayalu Mahato of his own village.  During 
this, Bharat Sau suddenly came in the grip of high 
tension wire and he fell down from the roof.  Bharat's 
family members have accused Dayalu Mahto of getting 
+80' 6"1'5"-0'-07#$70-+#&>' ':80&'*(&' +8(+'380-'('8$78'
tension wire of 11 thousand volts has passed through 
the roof, then getting the work done by the landlord is 
like playing with life.

!  In view of the 
newly appointed 
6"07%*1#-"44%!!''#
!/'#P0.K.5.!%Q#
kumbhkars of 
O/.07/.*(#.0'#
,''&%*1#1""(#.*(#
'&'9.!'(;#
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10",.2.0+&52$,7;C&

Geelani’s younger son, Syed 
Naseem Geelani, alleged that some 
police personnel barged into their 
house at night, took away the body, 
and held the last rites on their 
own. Denying this, the Jammu and 
Kashmir (J&K) Police said Geelani’s 
“relatives participated in the 
last rites”. AMID A strict security 
clampdown across Kashmir 
following his death on Wednesday 
night, Hurriyat hardliner Syed 
Ali Shah Geelani was given a 
quiet burial at a cemetery near 
his house in the early hours of 
Thursday. Geelani’s younger son, 
Syed Naseem Geelani, alleged that 
some police personnel barged into 
their house at night, took away 
the body, and held the last rites on 
their own. Denying this, the Jammu 
and Kashmir (J&K) Police said 
Geelani’s “relatives participated in 
the last rites”. “They were putting 
pressure on us to bury him at 
night,” Naseem told The Indian 
Express. “We said we would bury 
him at 10 am. When they didn’t 
relent, we said we would bury 
him early in the morning. But at 
3 am, they barged inside and took 
away the body,” he said. Naseem 
said they were later informed that 
Geelani had been buried. “None 
of us were allowed to participate 
in the funeral,” he said. The burial 
took place at around 4:30 am, amid 
heavy security deployment. Family 
members said they were only 
allowed to visit the grave in the 
morning. Relatives said they were 
not allowed to perform the last 
rites of the 92-year-old separatist 
leader, including the ritual funeral 
bath. Denying this, Inspector 
General of Police (Kashmir) 
\$6(&' ?,)(2' *($5]' U:80' 20!"2+05'
allegations against the police are 
baseless. In fact, police facilitated 
in bringing the body from his 
house to the graveyard as there 
was apprehension that miscreants 
may take undue advantage of the 
situation. Relatives participated in 
the last rites.” 

On Wednesday night, Geelani’s 
Pakistan-based representative, 
Abdullah Geelani, had announced 
that the separatist leader would 
be buried at the martyrs’ cemetery 
in Srinagar, in accordance with 
his will. “We told them (police) 
to do whatever they had to do – 

whether they wanted to impose 
a curfew or prevent people from 
attending his funeral – but to 
let us bury him at the martyrs’ 
%0)0+02&' +"' ;,#4$##' 8$*' 3$*8>' V,+'
they didn’t listen to our plea,” 
said a relative who didn’t want to 
10' -()05>' U:8$*' $*' ,-6,*+>' :8$*' $*'
against the Constitution and the 
law of the land. What do they want 
to convey by this (action)? They 
%(-^+'6,*+$;&'+8$*'32"-7'1&')(.$-7'
an excuse about a law and order 
situation,” said Mufti Nasir-ul-
Islam, the Grand Mufti of Kashmir. 
Geelani’s death “is a great loss to 
the nation, we have lost a legend,” 
he said. The news of Geelani’s 
death started doing the rounds 
6,*+' !(*+' __' !)' "-' `05-0*5(&>'
Within an hour, the Valley saw 
a strict security clampdown, 
similar to the restrictions imposed 
on August 5, 2019, when J&K’s 
special status was revoked and the 
state bifurcated. Mobile Internet 
services were shut down as a 
precautionary measure. Security 
;"2%0*' )(--05' 0/02&' )(6"2'
crossing, and rolls of concertina 
wire and barricades blocked roads 
leading to Geelani’s residence, as 
well as to the airport. The original 

police plan, formulated over two 
years ago, was to delay the news 
";' +80' 50(+8' +$##' __' !)a' +80$2' 6"1'
was made easier as he died shortly 
before 11 pm. “Another issue 
was the concern that he would 
have to be hospitalised, but that 
situation was averted because 
of his demise at home,” said a 
*0-$"2' *0%,2$+&' ";4$%$(#>' V&' _' ()9'
armoured trucks barred entry 
beyond the Hyderpora Chowk that 
leads to the airport. On the road 
leading to Geelani’s residence, 
family members who arrived in 
private cars were screened at the 
barricades, and only close relatives 
were allowed. Senior government 
";4$%$(#*' (#*"' (22$/05' (+' C00#(-$^*'
residence. Over the next couple 
of hours, scores of buses and 
trucks drove past the barricades, 
carrying paramilitary personnel 
;"2' 50!#"&)0-+>' :80' $-4#,<' 107(-'
6,*+' (;+02' W]WN' ()' (-5' %"-+$-,05'
intermittently till dawn. 

It was only after the burial was 
"/02' +8(+' *0-$"2' !"#$%0' ";4$%$(#*'
started leaving the area. In a 
statement in the evening, police 
said “some vested interests” 
were trying to “spread baseless 
rumours about a forcible burial”. 
The statement said such “baseless 
reports” were part of “false 
propaganda to incite violence”, 
being spread by “anti-national 
elements, especially across the 
border, who are trying to take 
undue advantage of the situation”. 
Police said the situation across the 
Valley remained peaceful and no 
untoward incident was reported 
on Thursday. According to the 
statement, similar restrictions and 
Internet shutdown will continue 
on Friday, and the situation will be 
“reviewed” in the afternoon.

Syed Ali Shah Geelani laid to rest, police 
2&":#($%!/:A*#4/$!%*#'(#<&!"7#E&5.#'-.

Firozabad, Agency. 

X$2"R(1(5b*' K8$0;' L05$%(#' Z;4$%02' [00+('
Kulshresth was removed on Wednesday 
following the spate of deaths, mostly of children, 
since August 18 due to suspected cases of 
dengue. With three fresh fatalities, the death 
toll due to dengue and viral fever has climbed to 
cN'$-'+8$*'B++(2'J2(50*8'5$*+2$%+9'";4$%$(#'*",2%0*'
said on Friday. “So far, 50 people have died 
due to dengue and viral fever. Ten areas nine 
blocks and a Nagar Nigam area in the district 
(20' (;;0%+059=' K8$0;' L05$%(#' Z;4$%02' E$-0*8'
Kumar Premi said in a statement. There are 36 
active camps in the district and 3,719 people, 
including those who have fever, are undergoing 
treatment there, he added. Amid the rising death 
+"##9' E$*+2$%+' L(7$*+2(+0' K8(-52(' \$6(&' F$-78'
8(*')(50'+80'%8$0;'50/0#"!)0-+'";4$%02'YKEZQ'
+80'-"5(#' ";4$%02'";' +80'5$*+2$%+' +"' "/02*00' +80'
treatment and other facilities for the patients. 
The district magistrate (DM) suspended three 
doctors with immediate effect on Thursday on 
charges of negligence and warned government 
doctors of strict action for any negligence in the 

treatment of the patients. Dr Girish Srivastava 
of the Primary Health Centre at Salai, Dr Ruchi 
Srivastava, a public health expert, and Dr Saurav 
were suspended. Firozabad’s Chief Medical 
Z;4$%02' [00+(' ?,#*820*+8' 3(*' 20)"/05' "-'
Wednesday following the spate of deaths, mostly 
of children, since August 18 due to suspected 
cases of dengue. A senior medical department 

";4$%$(#' *($5' %(*0*' *$)$#(2' +"' +8"*0' $-' X$2"R(1(5'
have also been reported from the nearby districts 
of Mathura, Etah and Mainpuri. Meanwhile, BJP 
LID'L(-$*8' D*$6(' %#($)05' +8(+' "-' +80' 1(*$*' ";'
information available with him, the death toll has 
%#$)105'+"'d_>'D*$6('*($5'80'$*'%"-*+(-+#&')"/$-7'
about in the area to meet the victims’ families 
and collecting information about the deaths.

Death toll due to dengue, viral fever 

4/!%<*#.'#HI#!"#JBA*#K!1'L$<$2#M#NO4!$/

P.$/!"#M#Q&%'1!$/#.'#<&#<-!/.#('1#.6'*&#
E!//&2#!"#ARS#T$""!:$1#U-'.$#*)1

Chennai, Agency. 

In his statement, Stalin said it was a 
promise he made during the Vikravandi 
by-election of 2019. The government will 
be spending Rs 4 crore for the memorial 
construction. A MONTH after clearing 
the implementation of 10.5 per cent 
reservation for the Vanniyar community 
$-' (5)$**$"-*' (-5' 7"/02-)0-+' 6"1*9'
Chief Minister M K Stalin on Thursday 
announced construction of a memorial 
in Villupuram for those killed in police 
4$2$-7' 5,2$-7' (-' (7$+(+$"-' +"' 50)(-5'
separate quota for the community in 
1987. In his statement, Stalin said it was 
a promise he made during the Vikravandi 
by-election of 2019. The government will 
be spending Rs 4 crore for the memorial 
construction. S Ramadoss, founder of 
the PMK, which is an AIADMK-BJP ally 
and has the backing of the Vanniyar 
community in northern Tamil Nadu, 
welcomed Stalin’s announcement. He 
+02)05' +80' _efg' )"/0)0-+' (*' (' )(6"2'
*+2,77#0' ;"2' *"%$(#' 6,*+$%0' $-' @-5$(>' :80'
latest decision of the government was a 
20%"7-$+$"-';"2'+8"*0'38"'*(%2$4$%05'+80$2'

lives, he said. Incidentally, the PMK was 
"-0'";'+80')(6"2'%8(##0-70*';"2'+80'EL?'$-'
the last assembly elections as it claimed to 
have rallied almost the entire community 
for the AIADMK-BJP alliance in the 
election. In fact, on February 27 this year, 
minutes before the model code of conduct 
kicked in ahead of the elections, the then 
AIADMK government headed by Edappadi 
K Palaniswami pushed through the 
10.5 per cent quota Bill for the Vanniyar 

community in the assembly. Palaniswami’s 
move to appease Vanniyars ahead of the 
polls was criticised later by the AIADMK 
camp led by O Panneerselvam, who 
belongs to another powerful backward 
community, Thevars. After the elections, 
the rival group claimed that the pro-
Vanniyar announcement not only failed to 
help the party in the polls but also turned 
other backward communities against 
the AIADMK government. However, 

soon after it came to power, the Stalin-
led DMK government in the last week of 
July passed an order, clearing the way for 
the quota Bill to be implemented. The 
current government’s efforts to reward a 
particular community is likely to face the 
wrath of other communities as the basis 
of the claims and aggressive lobbying by 
+80' JL?' ;"2' *!0%$(#' 10-04$+*' 8(/0' ";+0-'
been problematic. The reservation for 
Vanniyars was based on a long-standing 
demand of the PMK for 20 per cent quota 
$-'7"/02-)0-+'6"1*'(-5'05,%(+$"-';"2'+80'
community members, which was based 
on an argument that their community 
accounts for 25 per cent of the state 
population but got about 8 per cent 
representation in the reservation system.

New Delhi, Agency. 

In a letter to Assam Chief Minister Himanta Biswa Sarma, the Congress leader said history 
3$##'(#3(&*'20)0)102'+80'#(+0'!2$)0')$-$*+02'H(6$/'C(-58$9'38"'*(%2$4$%05'8$*'#$;0';"2'+80'
,-$+&'(-5'$-+072$+&'";'@-5$(>'K"-720**'#0(502'(-5'H(6&('F(18('LJ'H$!,-'V"2('"-'X2$5(&'
50*%2$105' +80'D**()'7"/02-)0-+^*')"/0' +"' 20-()0' +80'H(6$/'C(-58$'[(+$"-(#' J(2.' $-'
the state as a “political vendetta” and demanded its restoration. In 
a letter to Assam Chief Minister Himanta Biswa Sarma, the Congress 
leader said history will always remember the late prime minister, 
38"'*(%2$4$%05'8$*'#$;0';"2'+80',-$+&'(-5'$-+072$+&'";'@-5$(>'@-'(55$+$"-'
to this, he said, people of Assam will remember Gandhi for his 
*$7-$4$%(-+' 2"#0' $-' +80' 8$*+"2$%' _efc' D**()' D%%"25' 38$%8' !,+' (-'
end to years of bloodshed during the Assam agitation. Bora said the 
Assam government, during the regime of the then chief minister late 
Hiteswar Saikia, took the decision to name Orang National Park as 
H(6$/'C(-58$'Z2(-7'[(+$"-(#'J(2.'U(*'(')(2.'";'8"-",2'(-5'20*!0%+'+"'+8$*'720(+'#0(502='(-5'
since then the national park has got a place at the international level. The cabinet meeting 
80#5'"-'F0!+0)102'_'U(12,!+#&'50%$505='+"'3$+852(3'+80'-")0-%#(+,20'";'H(6$/'C(-58$'
;2")'+80'H(6$/'C(-58$'Z2(-7'[(+$"-(#'J(2.'(-5'+,2-05'$+'(*'Z2(-7'[(+$"-(#'J(2.'"-#&9'80'
said. The Congress leader said it has pained the people of Assam to a large extent and 
such decisions will serve no fruitful purpose in leading Assam to the path of development, 
U2(+802'$+'204#0%+*'#(%.'";'20*!0%+'+"'('720(+'#0(502'38"'*(%2$4$%05'8$*'#$;0';"2'+80'%",-+2&=>'
“There is every reason to believe that your above decision seems to be nothing but political 
vendetta towards a former prime minister who differs from the political ideology of your 
party. “In view of the forgoing facts and circumstances I urge you to reconsider the above 
50%$*$"-' (-5' 20+($-' +80'-")0-%#(+,20' ";' +80'H(6$/'C(-58$'Z2(-7'[(+$"-(#' J(2.' *"' +8(+'
history will not term it as a bad precedent in the coming days,” he said.

V&"$%!"7#'(#V$W!G#,$"26!#X$)'"$/#B$1E#M#VP#
QB#V!5-"#Y'1$#.&1%*#!.#5'/!)4$/#G&"2&Z$

DE$0&F?G&.79"E$&7.%$%&",&H$0.#.+&*.3.0.%390.I&
=:%9&9.J$&<0$7.:9"',%&",&($%9"E.#&%$.%',&K&L'E9

New Delhi, Agency.  

The number of new infections in the last 24 hours 
is the highest in the last two months. A total 509 
Covid-related deaths occurred over the last 24 
hours; the preceding 24 hours had seen 41,965 new 
cases and 460 deaths. Almost three-quarters of all 
active cases of Covid-19 are now in the two states 
of Kerala and Maharashtra, government data show. 
Kerala accounts for almost six out of 10 active cases 
in the country (59.16 per cent), and Maharashtra 
14.02 per cent. “In the last 24 hours, 47,092 new 
cases have been registered,” Union Health Secretary 
H(60*8'V8,*8(-'*($5'(+':8,2*5(&^*'12$04$-7'"-'+80'
pandemic situation. “This is an increase in daily 
new cases, due to an increase in cases reported 
from two states. Also, 69 per cent of the total cases 
in the last week were reported from Kerala.” The 
number of new infections in the last 24 hours is the 
highest in the last two months. A total 509 Covid-
related deaths occurred over the last 24 hours; the 
preceding 24 hours had seen 41,965 new cases and 
460 deaths. Bhushan, Indian Council of Medical 
Research (ICMR) chief Dr Balram Bhargava, and 
the head of the country’s Covid-19 task force Dr V 
K Paul, all underlined the imperative of following 
pandemic-appropriate behaviour during the 
coming festival season. 

“We should not forget that the second surge of 
Covid-19 cases has not concluded. Therefore, we 
cannot lower the guard, and we have to adopt Covid-
19-appropriate behaviour,” Bhushan said. Dr Bhargava 
said that with cases continuing to rise in some parts 
of the country, full (both doses) vaccination should be 
a prerequisite for all participants in case a gathering 
is unavoidable. “I have a few points to make,” Dr 
Bhargava said. “We know vaccines prevent severe 
disease and death. Therefore, it is absolutely essential 
to wear a mask even after vaccination. Second, I want 
to emphasize that mass gatherings should be clearly 
discouraged, particularly in the upcoming festival 
season. The third is that full vaccination should be a 

prerequisite if it becomes critical to have a gathering.” A 
record 18.38 crore doses of Covid-19 vaccine had been 
administered in August, the Centre said on Thursday. 
Fifty-four per cent of the country’s eligible (adult) 
population have received at least one dose, and 16 per 
cent are now fully vaccinated, Bhushan said. Dr Paul 
underlined the importance of vaccination, and warned 
of a possible new surge after the festival season if 
Covid-appropriate behaviour was not followed. “The 
key message we want to convey with all humility is 
that we have to be careful, particularly in the context 
of the festival season that is coming up. Therefore, 
even as we accelerate the uptake of the vaccination 
programme, our precautions must continue and get 
$-+0-*$4$05>'`0'%(--"+'%0#012(+0' ;0*+$/(#*' $-'('%2"35>'
There cannot be a large gathering,” he said. “The 
x-factor is the behaviour of the virus. If the virus 
mutates, it can unsettle our preparations. We have 
to be careful. Those who are not vaccinated should 
come forward [to be vaccinated]. No one should be 
#0;+' 108$-5>' F!0%$4$%(##&9' !207-(-+' 3")0-' *8",#5' 10'
vaccinated. It offers protection to both the mother 
and the child,” Dr Paul said. While the national weekly 
positivity rate remained under 3 per cent for the ninth 
consecutive week, the Centre expressed concern about 
the 39 districts that are reporting a weekly positivity 
of more than 10 per cent. “These 39 districts are from 
Kerala and the Northeastern states. Also, 38 districts 
are reporting a weekly positivity between 5 per cent 
and 10 per cent. We are highlighting this because 
WHO says if the positivity rate is less than 5 per 
cent, and if you are testing 140 persons per 10 lakh 
population on a daily basis, then we can say things 
are under control. Therefore, states need to monitor 
those districts where positivity is more than 5 per 
cent,” Bhushan said. Overall, Bhushan said, “There has 
been a continuous decline in the number of districts 
reporting more than 100 daily cases. In the week 
ending July 1, 107 districts were reporting more than 
100 daily new cases. In the week ending August 30, 
there has been a further decline: 42 districts reported 
more than 100 cases on a daily basis.”
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"It does not promote or support any kind of business or 
employment not belonging to friends and instead is trying 
+"'*-(+%8'6"1*';2")'+8"*0'38"'8(/0'+80)h9'C(-58$'+300+05>'
Congress leader Rahul Gandhi hit out at the Centre on 
Friday over the reported rise in the unemployment rate 
in the country in August, alleging that the Narendra 
Modi government is “harmful for employment”. Taking to 
Twitter, Gandhi posted the screenshot of a media report 
that cited data compiled by the Centre for Monitoring 
Indian Economy (CMIE) to claim that over 15 lakh 
!0"!#0' $-' +80' %",-+2&' #"*+' +80$2' 6"1*' $-' D,7,*+>' U:80'
Modi government is harmful for employment. It does not 
promote or support any kind of business or employment 
not belonging to friends and instead is trying to snatch 
6"1*' ;2")' +8"*0' 38"' 8(/0' +80)9=' +80' ;"2)02' K"-720**'
chief alleged. A pretense of self-reliance is expected from 
the people of the country, he said in his tweet in Hindi, 
adding, “issued in public interest”. The Congress has 
been attacking the government over its handling of the 
%",-+2&^*'0%"-")&'(-5'4#(77$-7'%"-%02-*'"/02'6"1'#"**0*9'
demanding corrective measures to boost employment. 
The government has dismissed the opposition party’s 
criticism and rebutted all allegations.

Modi government harmful 
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EDITORIAL

How to unleash the entrepreneurial 
5'F&1#'(#_8`#<!//!'"#a"2!$"*

Manish Sabharwal , TV Mohandas Pai

@-' _feW9' (' _MP5(&' *0(' 6",2-0&' ;2")'
Japan to Canada sparked multiple 
conversations between two remarkable 
Indians travelling independently 
to attend the World Parliament of 
Religions and a Technology Expo. Swami 
\$/0.(-(-5(' %"-/$-%05' G()*0+6$' :(+('
that technology can be imported but 
*%$0-+$4$%'+0)!02'%(--"+'10'1",78+'(-5'
must be built within a country. A direct 
outcome of this chance encounter was 
G()*0+6$'*0++$-7',!'+80'@-5$(-'@-*+$+,+0'
of Science in Bangalore. An indirect 
outcome was a technology-encouraging 
culture at the Tatas that pioneered 
India’s software industry in the 1960s: 
India now exports more software than 
Saudi Arabia does oil. Covid and recent 
Chinese events have increased India’s 
attractiveness to global investors. 
We make the case for unshackling 
1.3 billion Indians with a surgical 
strike on the regulatory cholesterol 
that sabotages our productivity. 
Last Independence Day brought an 
exciting addition to big reforms like 
GST, MPC and IBC. The PM announced 
that 15,000 of our current 69,000+ 
employer compliances and 6000+ 
4$#$-7*'8(/0'100-'$50-+$4$05';"2'20)"/(#>'
This abolition will accelerate formal 
employment and reduce corruption but 
must be paired with overdue reform 
to the accountability, culture and 
incentives of 25 million civil servants 
that breed this cholesterol and resist 
its rationalisation, decriminalisation 
and digitisation. Let’s step back. India 
is a development economics outlier: 
Few models predict a $2,500 per-
%(!$+('$-%")0'%",-+2&'3$+8'4$/0')$##$"-'
people writing software, internet data 
costs per GB at 3 per cent of US levels, 
1.2 billion people empowered with 
!(!02#0**' 5$7$+(#' $50-+$+&' /02$4$%(+$"-9'
3.5 billion real-time monthly digital 
payments, $10 billion in private equity 
raised in July, and a $3 trillion public 
market capitalisation. Harvard’s 
Ricardo Hausman believes the only 
sustained predictor of sustained 
economic success is economic 
complexity and suggests that India’s 
prosperity is less than our economic 
complexity would predict. India@75 
doesn’t have a shortage of land, labour, 
or capital but misses their combining 
productively at scale to create well-
!(&$-7' 6"1*>' Z,2' *";+3(20' $-5,*+2&' $*'
an oasis of high productivity 0.8 per 
cent of India’s workers generate 8 per 
cent of GDP. The mandatory global 
digital literacy programme and digital 
investment super-cycle sparked by 
Covid in education, medicine, shopping, 
";4$%0' 3"2.9' !(&)0-+*9' 20*+(,2(-+*9'
and entertainment will double our 
*";+3(20' 0)!#"&)0-+' $-' 4$/0' &0(2*>'
Consequently, India will have the 

switching costs in software that China 
has in manufacturing. But there is 
another delightful consequence of our 
software industry’s talent, alumni, 
and global engagement  50,000 
tech startups that have raised over 
$90 billion since 2014 from 500+ 
institutional investors. India’s software 
services industry and tech startups 
are each estimated to be worth about 
$400 billion today. By 2025, we expect 
India’s startup universe value to grow 
to $1 trillion. The divergent destiny of 
India’s software and manufacturing 
exports has many reasons but one is 
the different regulatory thought worlds 
of the Software Technology Parks India 
rules of 1991 (STPI) and the Special 
Economic Zones Act of 2005 (SEZ). 
STPI’s genius was simplicity. It allowed 
rebadging existing assets, embraced 
trust over suspicion, and adopted self-
reporting that was largely paperless, 
presenceless, and cashless. SEZs largely 
replicated the regulatory cholesterol 
and distrust that has made India an 
infertile habitat for employment-
intensive industries. A single factor 
can’t explain divergent STPI vs SEZ 
outcomes but regulatory cholesterol is 
surely one of the reasons why it took 72 
years for 1.3 billion Indians to cross the 
total GDP of 66 million Britishers. Covid 
reminds us that raising our per-capita 
GDP (138th world ranking) matters 
more than raising our total GDP (5th 
world ranking). Raising per-capita 
needs high productivity manufacturing 
(-5' 5")0*+$%' *02/$%0*' 4$2)*' +8(+'
disrupt our low-level equilibrium of 
labour handicapped without capital 
and capital handicapped without 
labour. India’s software services and 
tech startups are built on India’s 
openness, consistency and fairness. 
K8$-(^*' )(7-$4$%0-+' fN' +$)0*' 2$*0' $-'
per-capita GDP over 40 years has also 
been built on these principles. Until 
recently, their tech industry seemed 
unstoppable half of their 160 unicorns 
(startups worth more than a billion 
dollars) operate in AI, big data, and 

robotics. But this is changing. Over 
50 recent regulatory actions against 
China’s tech industry have already 
cost investors over $1 trillion. It’s 
risky to underestimate China but let’s 
not underestimate the impact of the 
Chinese communist party replacing 
Deng Xiaoping’s pragmatic genius 
with an opaque “common prosperity” 
on India’s attractiveness to factories, 
multinationals, startups, venture 
capital and pension funds. This article’s 
title comes from the remarkable 
Kenyan, Eliud Kipchoge, who suggests 
+8(+'+80'4$2*+'8(#;'";'(')(2(+8"-'$*'2,-'
on your legs and the second half on your 
mind. His insight captures the middle-
income trap or developing country 
stagnation that comes from failing to 
transition from more inputs of land, 
labour and capital to the fourth factor 
of production; imagination, technology, 
and entrepreneurship. India’s 
industries built on minds  our software 
services and startup ecosystem have 
exploded India’s global soft power 
by reaching revenue and valuation 
possibilities that felt unimaginable 
have curiously come before physical 
infrastructure, farm employment 
reduction, and higher women’s labour 
force participation. Massifying our 
prosperity needs massive formal, 
-"-P;(2)' 6"1' %20(+$"->' K20(+$-7' +80'
!2"5,%+$/0' 4$2)*' +8(+' 3$##' ";;02' +80*0'
6"1*'+"'",2'&",-7'-005*'20!#$%(+$-7'+80'
regulatory trust and simplicity that our 
+0%8-"#"7&' $-5,*+2&'0-6"&*' $-' +80' 20*+'
of our economy. Imagine India@100 
if we cut regulatory cholesterol today 
and spent the next 25 years unleashing 
the entrepreneurial energies of 1.3 
billion Indians  65 per cent of whom 
are below 35 years old. As Verghese 
Kurien of Amul  who began his career 
(*'(-'(!!20-+$%0'(+'G()*0+6$^*':(+('F+00#'
and whose domestic science obsession 
would have made Vivekananda proud  
reminded us: “We must build on the 
resources represented by our young … 
without their involvement, we cannot 
succeed. With their involvement, we 
cannot fail.”

An international conference, “Dismantling Global 
Hindutva”, scheduled to be held in the US in the 
second week of September, has triggered a storm of 
protest. The conference’s website shows that it is 
co-sponsored by departments in dozens of leading 
American universities with academics and activists, 
from India and elsewhere, scheduled as speakers. The 
conference’s poster depicts the nail-removing side of 
a hammer plucking out saffron-coloured images of 
what are clearly meant to be representations of RSS 
workers. Predictably, social media is buzzing with the 
outrage of Hindutva advocates while opponents of 
Hindutva are issuing calls for solidarity with the event. 
In such a highly charged atmosphere, it is imperative 
+"'(!!#&'+80'7"#50-'2,#0'";'%"-4#$%+'20*"#,+$"->'[()0#&'
that both sides listen deeply to decipher the concern, 
the hurt, the anxiety behind the other’s complaint or 
agitation. Can each side apply the principle of purva 
paksha to understand and represent the opponent’s 
view with full integrity and authenticity? In attempting 
to do this I will depict not the extreme fringe of either 
side but what I understand to be its core elements. 
Let us start with advocates of Hindutva for whom 
“Hinduism” and “Hindutva” are now inter-changeable 
terms. They see Hinduism, the third largest religion 
in the world in terms of population, as being under 
threat in a world of aggressive proselytisation by 
Christians and Muslims. There is discontent about 
S$-5,P)(6"2$+&'@-5$('-"+'10$-7'('S$-5,'2(*8+2(9'380-'
+8020'(20')(-&'";4$%$(##&'K82$*+$(-'(-5'L,*#$)'-(+$"-*>'
Additionally, both in theory and in practice, Indian 
secularism is perceived to have privileged minorities 
at the cost of Hindus. Hindutva is therefore seen as 
a necessary political ideology in order to secure the 
future for Hindus possibly by making India formally 
a Hindu nation. Some embrace the militant modes of 
Hindutva because there is a self-image of Hindus as 
having been passive for too long and not adequately 
addressing various kinds of insults and affronts, be it 
in the distant past or now. From this perspective the 
call for “Dismantling Global Hindutva” is seen as an 
open threat. The conference poster is thus experienced 
as an insult. Now let us look at the concerns and 
anxieties of those who oppose Hindutva. In essence, 
this opposition is anchored in the experience of India 
as a multi-cultural, multi-faith nation with a syncretic 
culture to be proud of. Commitment to this rich cultural 
heritage of respect and space for all faiths, is enshrined 
in India’s Constitution. Opposition to Hindutva has 
$-+0-*$4$05' 10%(,*0' ";' +80' /$*$1#0' $-%20(*0' $-' *"%$(#9'
verbal and physical violence against people who are 
0$+802' -"-PS$-5,' (-5j"2' "!!"*0' S$-5,+/(>' D!(2+'
from random attacks on individuals, four leading 
intellectuals Narendra Dhabolkar, M M Kalburgi, 
Govind Pansare and Gauri Lankesh have been killed by 
some advocates of Hindutva. Though similar assassins 
could not reach him, the eminent author and actor, 
the late Girish Karnad was at the top of a death-list 
uncovered by police.

T M Krishna 

It has been nearly three weeks since the Prime 
Minister declared August 14 as Partition Horrors 
Remembrance Day. Though he did not mention any 
*!0%$4$%' %")),-$+&' $-' 8$*' +300+9' 8$*' $-+0-+$"-' 3(*'
abundantly clear, both from the date he chose and the 
6"&'3$+8'38$%8')0)102*'";'+80'VGJ'20*!"-505'+"'+80'
declaration. I was told on social media that, as a South 
Indian, I had no locus standi to comment, since the 
violence of Partition was not a part of my family story. 
I enter this discourse as an individual who, like many, 
belongs to a family that was parochial, though we 
lived thousands of kilometres away from where the 
frenzied mobs were doing their worst. Fear festers and 
perpetuates violence. But what caused this fear? Apart 
from the larger and universal philosophical enquiries 
into the nature of fear, we need to look closely at the 
undulations caused by religion, caste, and gender 
that have made fear normative. The millions who 
lost their lives during Partition were victims of this 
normalisation for which we, as a society, need to take 
the blame. My grandparents, sitting in Madras, were 
(*'%,#!(1#0'(*'(';()$#&'$-'J,-6(1'"2'F$-58>'X0(2'8(*'-"'
borders. The Congress, the Muslim League and every 
political leader, including Gandhi, Nehru, Patel and 
G$--(89'3020'"-#&'204#0%+$"-*'";',*>'`0';($#05'(##'";',*9'
collectively. We failed because we were fearful, angry 
and triggered by hate. Hate grabbed every human 
being in the Subcontinent, ate at our insides and let us 
strew carcasses on our streets, the stench of which still 
remains. Being deeply anguished by the horrors after 
they have happened does not reduce our culpability. 
Remembrance is essential; we cannot and should not 
forget. But memory is also a prioritising mechanism. 
:80'4$2*+'204#0<'";'*0#;P!20*02/(+$"-'$*'+8(+'+80'3"2*+'$*'
hidden, in the hope that it will be forgotten. But those 
experiences, pushed to the deepest recesses, remain 
open wounds and the hate grows. Nobody knows 
where the hurt ends and hate begins. Soon they 
become interchangeable, even synonymous. Hence, 
Prime Minister, when you decide that the loss of lives 
during the Partition needs to be remembered, what do 
you mean? Whose deaths do you want us to mourn? 
Do you also want us to remember the incredible 
stories of compassion that emerged during the time? 
Shall we also remember that harsh political and 
religious lines kill? Do you want us to acknowledge 
the anguish of families who live in Pakistan? What the 
Prime Minister wants us to remember is “the horrors”. 
And he wants it remembered on the day that Pakistan 
50%#(205'$+*';2005")';2")'+80'V2$+$*8'H(6'$-'('*+2,77#0'
30' ;",78+' +"70+802>' S0' l,(#$4$05' +8(+' +300+' 3$+8'
phrases such as “our sisters and brothers” and “in 
)0)"2&'";'+80'*+2,77#0*'(-5'*(%2$4$%0*'";'",2'!0"!#0=>'
Who are “our people” when men, women, and children 
were slaughtered by people who claimed to be either 
Hindu, Muslim or Sikh? Now that we have chosen to 
remember “our people”, we should also condemn 
those of “our people” who disembowelled women and 
smashed the heads of children. Why shy away from 
that remembrance? I am ashamed that, from that 
time of the worst kind of savagery, the Prime Minister 
attempts to claim a moral high ground for India. After 
the PM’s announcement, his supporters equated 
remembrance of Partition with the Holocaust. Such an 
equalisation is wrong, manipulative and disrespectful 
of the Holocaust. 

Whether one opposes Hindutva 
'1#*-55'1.*#!.D#!.A*#!%5'1.$".#

to listen to the other side

How should we remember Partition 
O'00'0%&-$=$=>0.,7$&M.;U

Saugata Bhattacharya 

The April-June quarter GDP numbers 
were slightly weaker than the consensus 
estimates, with growth coming in at 20.1 
per cent. The more representative measure 
of economic activity, gross value added 
(GVA), grew by 18.8 per cent. As a technical 
aside, GDP is derived by adding indirect tax 
collections, net of subsidy payouts, to GVA. 
The higher GDP growth was driven by high 
indirect tax collections, largely GST. Note 
that while interpreting the growth prints, 
one must be mindful that they are over a 
base quarter that had contracted sharply 
5,0' +"' +80' #"%.5"3-*' 5,2$-7' +80' 4$2*+'
Covid wave last year. In terms of sectoral 
activity, the revival of manufacturing GVA 
was the most robust, with mining and 
electricity growth somewhat moderate. 
Agriculture grew at 4.5 per cent, with 
cereals, pulses and oilseeds output at 
all-time highs. As could be expected, the 
services sector remained vulnerable, with 
activity even softer than expected. The 
weakest was the composite print of “trade, 
hotels, transport and communications”, 
though even the construction revival was 
weaker than expected, given analysts’ 
reports of strong residential demand. 
Steel and cement output growth proxies 
for construction activity were also quite 
robust in the quarter. From the demand 
and expenditure side a mirror to the above 
output description private consumption 
was up 19.3 per cent (vs a 26.2 per cent 
contraction) while investment was at 55.3 
per cent. Government consumption was 
lower by 4.8 per cent. Net exports (exports 
)$-,*'$)!"2+*Q'(20'+&!$%(##&'$-'504$%$+9'1,+'
+80'7(!'3(*'),%8'#"302'$-'+80'4$2*+'l,(2+02'
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of weak domestic demand, particularly 
of lower crude imports). The overall and 
*0%+"2P*!0%$4$%' (%+$/$+&' #0/0#*' -005' +"' 10'
evaluated vis-à-vis the corresponding 
+820*8"#5*' ";' Y+80' !20P!(-50)$%Q' 4$2*+'
quarter of 2019-20. This provides a 

perspective of how much lower activity 
levels remain at present, and the quantum 
of recovery required to regain the levels. 
The deepest gaps, understandably, persist 
in the services segments, most starkly 
in the construction and “trade+” groups, 
38$%8' (20' *+$##' *$7-$4$%(-+#&' 10#"3' +80'
thresholds. In aggregate, GVA remains 8 
per cent below, despite the pace of recovery 
2$*$-7>'I"".$-7'10&"-5'+80'4$2*+'l,(2+029'+80'
set of high-frequency economic signals we 
track suggest a strong recovery in July and 
August. Axis Bank’s Composite Leading 
Indicator shows August activity above pre-
pandemic levels, and would have been even 
higher if poor tractor sales in July had not 
pulled the Index reading lower. Mobility 
indicators electricity consumption, e-Way 
bills, etc suggest continuing strong activity 
$-' D,7,*+>' H($-*9' *+$##' 504$%$0-+' $-' )"*+'
geographies, seem to have recovered 
recently. Jobs and hiring indicators, though, 
present mixed signals. We expect India’s 
2021-22 GDP growth around 9.5-10 per 

cent, with some upside, as the pace of 
vaccinations increase, and if concerns of 
even a moderate third wave begin to wane. 
But, how can this recovery over the rest of 
the year and beyond be sustained, and even 
accelerated? The three distinct potential 
growth drivers  consumption, investment 
and exports will need to be effectively 
sustained by policy initiatives over the next 
couple of years. 

The most direct support is likely to 
be higher government spending. The 
prints of the Centre’s revenues and 
expenditures during April-July this year 
*,770*+' +8(+' $+' 8(*' *$7-$4$%(-+' 2"")' +"'
increase spending. In addition to revenues 
from planned disinvestments, speedy and 
effective implementation of the National 
Monetisation Plan will open up further 
4$*%(#' *!(%0' +"' $-%20(*0' *!0-5$-79' $-'
particular, on capex. These initiatives are 
well placed for bridging demand gaps in 
+80'-0(2'+02)>':8020'8(/0'100-'*$7-$4$%(-+'
improvements in corporate balance sheets 

over the course of the pandemic. The debt 
overhang has been reduced, operations 
8(/0' 10%")0' )"20' 0;4$%$0-+9' (-5' +80'
surviving enterprises are more competitive 
and resilient. However, the large universe of 
mid-and small-sized enterprises will take 
some time to restore their pre-pandemic 
"!02(+$"-(#'#0/0#*>'D-'$-%20(*0'$-'+80'4#"3'
of credit, from banks, NBFCs and markets, 
particularly to these stressed segments, is a 
priority, as a supplement to state spending. 
Bank credit off-take has remained modest 
during April-July, growing at an average of 
6.1 per cent. This will need to increase. The 
external environment provides another 
opportunity for India to scale up. Global 
inventories are low and depending on the 
progression of the pandemic relaxations 
across geographies, are likely to provide 
"!!"2+,-$+$0*' ;"2' @-5$(-' 0<!"2+*' +"' 4$##'
some of these gaps. While some of the 
supply dislocations might transitory, 
this is an opportunity to increase and 
embed market shares. Yet, offshore risks 
are also rising. Global central banks’ are 
signalling the imminent normalisation 
of ultra-loose monetary policy, and the 
20*,#+$-7' $-%20(*0' $-' 4$-(-%$(#' *0%+"2'
volatility will have spillover effects on 
emerging markets, including India. While 
our economic fundamentals are now far 
better, the RBI will also shift to a neutral 
monetary policy stance sooner or later, 
with a gradual increase in interest rates. 
To keep the process smooth, it is crucial 
to raise India’s potential growth so that 
the economic recovery does not rapidly 
close the output gap, thereby preventing a 
*,270' $-' $-4#(+$"-(2&'!20**,20*>':8020' $*'('
limited window of opportunity for India to 
leverage the current ongoing realignment 
of global supply chains and progressively 
onboard both manufacturing and services 
entities. Multiple reform initiatives, tax 
and other incentives are in the process 
of implementation. These need to be 
accelerated in coordination with states, 
and using the massive amounts of data 
now available, to enable an environment 
of steady, high growth in the medium term.

G"6#-.*#A*(%.R+#'-"*"4%-#0'-"9'02#
:'#+8+!.%*'(#.*(#.--'&'0.!'(S

Covid and 
recent Chinese 

events have 
increased India’s 
attractiveness to 
global investors. 

We make the case 
('0&:,%3.7J#",2&

1.3 billion 
Indians with a 
surgical strike 

on the regulatory 
cholesterol that 
sabotages our 
productivity.
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Here’s who to look out for in the 
race to succeed Japan’s Suga

 Tokyo, Agency.  

Taro Kono, Japan’s regulatory reform 
and vaccine minister, in Tokyo, Japan, 
on March 29, 2021. Kono said that 
the rate of Covid-19 inoculations in 
the country likely won’t pick up speed 
until May, despite already lagging 
behind some other developed nations. 
Japanese Prime Minister Yoshihide 
Suga’s surprise decision to effectively 
step down as premier by dropping out 
from a party leadership vote throws the 
gates open for a race to succeed him. 
Suga had no known successor lined up 
but under his nearly year-long term 
as premier, Taro Kono has emerged as 
one of the most prominent members 
of his cabinet. Kono, currently running 
the country’s vaccine rollout, has 
served previously as foreign minister 
and defense minister and is now 
considering a run for the top job, the 
Nikkei reported Friday. 

So far, former Foreign Minister 
Fumio Kishida is the only declared 
candidate for the leadership race in 
the ruling Liberal Democratic Party. 
Here is a list of people who may be 
next in line to lead the world’s third-
!"#$%&'( %)*+*,-.( /*+*0( 1!2%+'( 3+(
English, has been a favourite among 
the public and business leaders to take 
over the top spot. He has advocated 
cuts in health and social security 
spending, which has ballooned as 
the population ages. He is also the 
country’s most-followed politician on 
Twitter and has found broad appeal 
with the younger generation, boosted 
by attacks on antiquated practices such 
"&('4%()2&'*,(*5(4"+67&'",83+$(*513)3"!(
documents. The son and grandson 
*5( 43$478#*13!%( 9:;( 8*!3'3)3"+&0( /*+*(
"''%+6%6('4%(8#3<"'%(=2513%!6(>)"6%,-(

boarding school in Connecticut before 
entering Georgetown University. Kono 
is a member of the LDP faction led by 
?3+"+)%( @3+3&'%#( A"#*( >&*( "+6( 4"&(
expressed an interest in becoming 
prime minister. Kishida, 64, this 
week said he wanted to spend tens of 
trillions of yen to soften the economic 
fallout from the pandemic and to have 
people cooperate with restrictions on 
their movements, which are intended 
to slow the spread of the virus. 
>++*2+)3+$( 43&( )"+636")-( A2%&6"-0(
/3&436"(&"36(4%(B*2!6(C%%8(D*!6(13&)"!(
and monetary policy during the Covid 
)#3&3&0(D2'( &%%C( 13&)"!(D"!"+)%( 3+("( 5%B(
years, when things have returned to 
+*#,"!.(>( &%!57%55")3+$( 5*#,%#(D"+C%#0(
Kishida lost to Suga in last year’s party 
leadership election. In 2015, Kishida 
sealed a landmark deal with South 
Korea that was meant to end a dispute 
*<%#(B*,%+('#"513)C%6(3+(D#*'4%!&(#2+(
by the Japanese military during World 
War II. That agreement fell apart after 
the election of South Korean President 
Moon Jae-in, who argued that the two 

$*<%#+,%+'&(636+E'( &2513)3%+'!-()*+&2!'(
the victims. Ishiba, a former defense 
minister, is often picked as one of the 
most popular choices for next prime 
minister in media polls. He ran against 
Suga a year ago but did not declare 
his candidacy this time around. He 
has backed economic policies seen as 
more populist than Suga and called 
for reinvigorating domestic demand, 
particularly in the regions, to spur 
growth rather than relying on foreign 
trade. On the international front, Ishiba 
has shown a conciliatory attitude 
toward China and expressed caution 
"D*2'( )4"+$3+$( '4%( )*2+'#-E&( 8")313&'(
constitution to clarify the military’s 
legal standing. Former Prime Minister 
=43+F*(>D%0(B4*( &'%88%6(6*B+("( -%"#(
ago because of health reasons, has been 
1!*"'%6("&("(8*&&3D3!3'-('*()*,%(D")C.(G2'(
there seems to be little appetite in the 
party or public for him to come back. Ex-
H+'%#+"!(>55"3#&(@3+3&'%#(="+"%(A"C"3)43(
has also said she wants to run and be the 
13#&'(B*,"+('*(&%#<%("&(8#3,%(,3+3&'%#.(
G2'(&4%(4"&(!3''!%(&288*#'(3+('4%(8"#'-.

Afghanistan, Agency.  

I43!%(&*,%(B*,%+(J26$%&(B%#%("D!%('*(1!%%(3+(#%)%+'(B%%C&0(
most were left behind and are still trying to get out, said judges 
and activists working around the clock to help them escape. 
>5$4"+3&'"+E&( KLM( B*,%+( J26$%&( 5%"#( 5*#( '4%3#( !3<%&0( B3'4(
men they once jailed now freed by the victorious Taliban to 
42+'('4%,(6*B+.(I43!%(&*,%(B*,%+(J26$%&(B%#%("D!%('*(1!%%(
in recent weeks, most were left behind and are still trying to 
get out, said judges and activists working around the clock to 

help them escape. The militants, 
who swept into power last month 
as the United States withdrew 
its troops, banned women from 
most work when they last ruled 
the country 20 years ago. They 
have said women’s rights will 
be protected, but have yet to 

provide details. Women who work in justice have already 
D%%+(43$4(8#*13!%('"#$%'&.(AB*(5%,"!%(=28#%,%(N*2#'(J2&'3)%&(
were gunned down in January. Now, the Taliban have released 
prisoners across the country, which “really put the lives of 
B*,%+( J26$%&( 3+(6"+$%#0O( "(43$47!%<%!(>5$4"+(B*,%+( J26$%(
B4*(1!%6('*(P2#*8%(&"36(5#*,("+(2+63&)!*&%6(!*)"'3*+.(H+(/"D2!0(
Q5*2#(*#(13<%(A"!3D"+(,%,D%#&()",%("+6("&C%6(8%*8!%(3+(,-(
house: ‘Where is this woman judge?’ These were people who I 
had put in jail,” she told Reuters in an interview, asking not to 
D%(36%+'313%6.(=4%(B"&(",*+$("(&,"!!($#*28(*5(>5$4"+(B*,%+(
judges to have made it out in recent weeks with the help of a 
collective of human rights volunteers and foreign colleagues at 
'4%(H+'%#+"'3*+"!(>&&*)3"'3*+(*5(I*,%+(R26$%&(SH>IRT.(=3+)%(
then she has been in touch with colleagues back home: “Their 
messages are of fear and complete terror.

Cairo, Agency.  

>(=-#3"+(,3!3'"#-(&*2#)%(U2*'%6(D-(&'"'%(,%63"(&"36(=-#3"+(
air defences shot down most of the Israeli missiles and 
only material damage was done in the attack launched 
at 1.26 am. Israel carried out air strikes on targets near 
Damascus early on Friday, triggering Syrian air defences 
but causing no casualties, Syrian state media reported, 
the second such attack in just over two weeks. 

The Israeli military declined to comment on the report. 
>(=-#3"+(,3!3'"#-(&*2#)%(U2*'%6(D-(&'"'%(,%63"(&"36(=-#3"+(
air defences shot down most of the Israeli missiles and 
only material damage was done in the attack launched 
at 1.26 am. Israel has for several years been mounting 
attacks on what it has described as Iranian-linked targets 
in Syria, where Tehran-backed forces including Lebanon’s 
Hezbollah have established a presence since deploying 

'*(4%!8(;#%&36%+'(G"&4"#("!7>&&"6( 3+( '4%(=-#3"+()*+1!3)'(
that erupted in 2011. Overnight, around the time Syria 
reported the air strike, many residents of central Israel 
reported hearing a large explosion. Israeli news website 
V+%'( #%8*#'%6( '4"'( 3'( B"&( "+( "+'37"3#)#"5'( ,3&&3!%( 13#%6(
from Syria which exploded over the sea. The Israeli army 
4"6( +*( 3,,%63"'%( )*,,%+'.( G!"&'&(B%#%( "!&*( 4%"#6( 3+(
Lebanon, from whose air space the attack was launched, a 
Lebanese security source said. Syrian TV showed footage 
of air defences shooting at targets. “The Israeli enemy 
carried out an air aggression from the direction southeast 
*5(G%3#2'0('"#$%'3+$(&*,%(8*3+'&(3+('4%(<3)3+3'-(*5('4%()3'-(
of Damascus,” a Syrian military source was quoted as 
saying in a statement published on state television. Syria 
!"&'(#%8*#'%6("+(H&#"%!3("3#(&'#3C%(*+(>2$.(WX(B43)4(3'(&"36(
targeted areas near Damascus and Homs.

Hunted by the men they 
jailed, Afghanistan’s women 

judges seek escape

Syria says Israeli air strikes target areas near Damascus

Afghan women stage rights protest 
+&)+8&+9*(&'+0-:+%&0*+)*(;#&(*<+(=

Afghanistan, Agency.  

The city of Herat is one of the country’s 
most liberal, and thousands of young 
women there attended universities and 
worked outside their homes before 
the insurgents’ victory two weeks ago. 
Dozens of women gathered on the streets 
*5(Y%#"'0("()3'-(3+(B%&'%#+(>5$4"+3&'"+0(*+(
Thursday, protesting against the Taliban 
and demanding more rights and inclusion 
in a new future government that may 
be announced as soon as Friday. “Don’t 
be afraid,” the women chanted as they 
,"#)4%6( '*B"#6( '4%( $*<%#+*#E&( *513)%0(
holding signs. 

“We are all together.” The city of Herat 
is one of the country’s most liberal, 
and thousands of young women there 
attended universities and worked outside 
their homes before the insurgents’ victory 
two weeks ago. While the Taliban have 
maintained that they support women’s 
rights, many remain skeptical. The last 
time the group ran the country, women 
were banned from education, most work 
and nearly all aspects of public life. “We 
wanted to show our power to the Taliban,” 

said Maryam, an organizer of the protest. 
“If we stay in our houses, we can’t show 
our power but the Taliban can impose 
more restrictions on us to remove us 
from society and politics slowly.” The 
protest in Herat comes one day after Sher 
@*4",,%6( >D"&( ='"+%CF"30( "( A"!3D"+(
!%"6%#0('*!6('4%(GGNE&(;%#&3"+(&%#<3)%('4"'(
women will have no ministerial position 
in the Taliban government. “The goal 

of the protest was to tell the Taliban to 
include women in the government and 
that no government can last without their 
8#%&%+)%0O( &"36( G"&3#"0( "( 42,"+7#3$4'&(
activist and principal who helped organize 
the protest. “We won’t be silent anymore.” 
She said that the group of women would 
)*+'3+2%( '*( 13$4'( "+6( 4*8%6( '4%( 8#*'%&'&(
would force the Taliban to accept their 
demands. “We will stand for our rights to 

the death,” she said. The protesters walked 
in the streets, chanting slogans and holding 
signs. “Education, work and security are 
our inalienable rights,” a sign held by a 
protester read. Speaking from Herat, the 
organizers said they were planning to 
expand the protests into all 34 provinces 
across the country. Small groups of young 
women and men have protested against 
'4%(A"!3D"+( ")#*&&(>5$4"+3&'"+0( 3+)!263+$(
in the capital Kabul, since the group seized 
)*+'#*!(*5( '4%( )*2+'#-.(G2'( '4%(8#*'%&'( 3+(
Herat seemed different, because larger 
numbers of women took part in it and the 
message it delivered was more clear: The 
Taliban should allow all working women 
to return to work. The Taliban have so 
far asked only female health workers 
to return to work. Zabihullah Mujahid, 
the Taliban’s top spokesperson, said the 
decision not to allow other women to 
start working is “temporary.” He promised 
that all women would be able to return 
'*('4%3#(*513)%&(*+)%('4%(A"!3D"+('#"3+&(3'&(
13$4'%#&('*(#%&8%)'(B*,%+.(A4%(8#*'%&'%#&(
called on the Taliban to allow all women to 
return to work “immediately.”

Kim Jong Un orders tougher virus 
steps after N Korea shuns vaccines

Seoul, Agency.  

>))*#63+$( '*( ]ZHNP?0( Z*#'4( /*#%"E&( 4%"!'4( ,3+3&'#-(
still said it would continue to communicate with 
N^_>`(*<%#(52'2#%(<"))3+%&.(Z*#'4(/*#%"+(!%"6%#(/3,(
R*+$(]+(*#6%#%6(*513)3"!&( '*(B"$%("( '*2$4%#(%836%,3)(
prevention campaign in “our style” after he turned 
down some foreign Covid-19 vaccines offered via 
the UN-backed immunization program. During a 
;*!3'D2#*( ,%%'3+$( A42#&6"-0( /3,( &"36( *513)3"!&( ,2&'(
“bear in mind that tightening epidemic prevention 
is the task of paramount importance which must 
+*'( D%( !**&%+%6( %<%+( "(,*,%+'0O( '4%( *513)3"!( /*#%"+(
N%+'#"!( Z%B&( >$%+)-( S/NZ>T( #%8*#'%6( ?#36"-.( I43!%(
stressing the need for material and technical means 
of virus prevention and increasing health workers’ 
U2"!313)"'3*+&0( /3,( "!&*( )"!!%6( 5*#( Q52#'4%#( #*2+63+$(
*55(*2#(&'-!%(%836%,3)(8#%<%+'3*+(&-&'%,0O(/NZ>(&"36.(
Kim previously called for North Koreans to brace for 
prolonged Covid-19 restrictions, indicating the nation’s 
borders would stay closed despite worsening economic 
and food conditions. Since the start of the pandemic, 
North Korea has used tough quarantines and border 
closures to prevent outbreaks, though its claim to be 
entirely virus-free is widely doubted. 

On Tuesday, UNICEF, which procures and delivers 
<"))3+%&(*+(D%4"!5(*5('4%(N^_>`(63&'#3D2'3*+(8#*$#",0(
said North Korea proposed its allotment of about 
3 million Sinovac shots be sent to severely affected 
countries instead. North Korea was also slated to 
#%)%3<%( >&'#"a%+%)"( &4*'&( '4#*2$4( N^_>`0( D2'( '4%3#(
6%!3<%#-(4"&(D%%+(6%!"-%6.(>))*#63+$('*(]ZHNP?0(Z*#'4(
Korea’s health ministry still said it would continue 
'*( )*,,2+3)"'%( B3'4( N^_>`( *<%#( 52'2#%( <"))3+%&.(
Some experts believe North Korea may want other 
vaccines, while questioning the effectiveness of Sinovac 
and the rare blood clots seen in some recipients of 
'4%( >&'#"a%+%)"( <"))3+%.( A4%( 8#%<3*2&!-( "!!*)"'%6(
W.X( ,3!!3*+( >&'#"a%+%)"( 6*&%&( B*2!6( D%( %+*2$4( '*(
vaccinate 950,000 people  only about 7.3 per cent of 
the North’s 26 million people meaning North Korea 
would still need much more quantities of vaccine to 

inoculate its population. Leif-Eric Easley, a professor 
of international studies at Seoul’s Ewha Womans 
University, said North Korea is likely angling to receive 
,*#%(%55%)'3<%( J"D&( 5#*,(N^_>`("+6( '4%+(&'#"'%$3)"!!-(
allocate them domestically. “Pyongyang appears to have 
3&&2%&( B3'4( N^_>`( 3+<*!<3+$( !%$"!( #%&8*+&3D3!3'-( "+6(
distribution reporting requirements. So it might procure 
vaccines from China to deliver to border regions and 
&*!63%#&(B43!%("!!*)"'3+$(N^_>`(&4*'&( '*( !%&&(&%+&3'3<%(
populations,” Easley said. “The Kim regime likely wants 
the most safe and effective vaccine for the elite, but 
"6,3+3&'%#3+$(;13F%#(B*2!6(#%U23#%(28$#"6%6()*!6()4"3+(
capability in Pyongyang and at least discreet discussions 
with the United States. The Johnson & Johnson option 
could also be useful to North Korea given that vaccine’s 
portability and one-shot regimen,” he said. In a recent 
UN report on the North’s human rights situation, UN 
=%)#%'"#-7b%+%#"!(>+'*+3*(b2'%##%&("&C%6(Z*#'4(/*#%"(
to “take all necessary measures, including through 
international cooperation and assistance, to provide 
access to Covid-19 vaccines for all persons, without 
discrimination.” He also asked North Korea to form a 
plan to enable diplomats and aid workers to return to the 
North and revive humanitarian aid distribution systems 
as soon as possible in conjunction with its Covid-19 
<"))3+%(#*!!*2'.(>5'%#('4%3#(,%%'3+$(3+(=%*2!(!"&'(,*+'40(
Sung Kim, the top US diplomat on North Korea affairs, 
and his South Korean counterpart Noh Kyu-duk told 
reporters that they discussed humanitarian cooperation 
with North Korea in providing anti-virus resources, 
sanitation and safe water.

!""Kim previously called for North 
Koreans to brace for prolonged 
Covid-19 restrictions, indicating 
the nation’s borders would stay 
closed despite worsening economic 
and food conditions.

13 Indian fisher-
men seized of along

with trawlers by
B'desh Coast Guard

The Coast Guard ship
'Swadhin Bangla' carried
out the operation in the
waters 18 nautical miles
northwest of Mongla
Fairway Boy. The fishermen
were fishing with the
Indian trawler 'Pita Mata
Ashirbad-12'. The trawler
was also seized. Lieutenant

Commander Amirul Haque,
a media officer at the Coast
Guard headquarters, made
the announcement at noon
on Friday. He said Coast
Guard ships patrolling the
waters of independent
Bengal saw a foreign fish-
ing trawler fishing illegally
in Bangladeshi waters.
When the trawler sensed
the presence of the Coast
Guard and tried to flee, the
patrol ship chased them. At
one stage, 13 fishermen,
including trawlers, were
detained from the waters of
Bangladesh, 18 nautical
miles northwest of Mongla
Fairway Boy. Coastguard
officials say round-the-
clock patrols have been
stepped up in the
Coastguard area to control
drugs, conserve forest
resources, stop smuggling
and protect fisheries. Such
regular drives will continue
in the future too.

Ljubljana,Agency

External Affairs Minister S.
Jaishankar on Friday called
on Prime Minister of
Slovenia Janez Janša and
held talks on enhancing
bilateral ties as well as on
major global issues, includ-
ing Europe's challenges, the
Indo-Pacific and on
Afghanistan. “Called on
Prime Minister of Slovenia
@JJansaSDS. Valued the dis-
cussion on enhancing our
bilateral ties. Appreciated
his insights and perspec-
tives on major global issues
including Europe's chal-
lenges, Indo-Pacific and
Afghanistan,” he said in a
tweet. He also met
President of the National
Assembly of Slovenia Igor
Zorcic, and discussed
strengthening bilateral ties

and increasing parliamen-
tary exchanges. “A Cordial
meeting with President of
National Assembly of
Slovenia, @igorzorcic.
Discussed the strengthen-
ing of our bilateral relations
and increasing
Parliamentary exchanges

and people to people con-
tacts,” Jaishankar said.

The EAM inaugurated
an India Studies Centre at
the Nova University, and
interacted with Indian stu-
dents there. “Pleased to have
the opportunity of inaugu-
rating an India Studies

Centre at the Nova
University. Confident that it
would be an asset for India-
Slovenia relations.
Interaction with Indian stu-
dents abroad always pro-
vides energy,” he tweeted.
On Thursday, he met
Slovenian President Borut

Pahor and discussed key
challenges facing India and
the European Union. He
also met Slovenia’s Foreign
Minister Anze Logar and
had a good exchange of
views on Afghanistan and
the Indo-Pacific. Jaishankar
is on a three-nation tour of
Slovenia, Croatia and
Denmark. Slovenia, which
currently holds the
Presidency of the Council of
the European Union, invited
the EAM to attend an infor-
mal meeting of the
Ministers of Foreign Affairs
of EU Member States on
September 3. On Thursday,
Jaishankar attended the
Bled Strategic Forum (BSF)
and participated in the
panel discussion on
‘Partnership for a Rules
Based Order in the Indo-
Pacific’.

Jaishankar calls on Slovenian PM, discusses
bilateral ties, Indo-Pacific and Afghanistan

Saleh says Taliban com-
mitting war crimes in
Panjshir, asks UN to

take note of 'terrorist
behaviour'

Kabul,Agency
He urged the UN and world
leaders to take note of the
“clear criminal and terror-
ist behaviour” of the
Taliban. Saleh, who joined
the resistance movement
in the northeastern
province of Panjshir along
with Ahmad Massoud, also
accused the Taliban of
doing racial profiling of
travellers, 
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Ronaldo gets his No.7 jersey back as 

Premier League grants special dispensation
New Delhi, Agency. 

The Portuguese maestro will take 
the No.7 shirt from Uruguayan 
striker Edison Cavani who will 
wear No.21, the same number that 
he wears for his national team. It’s 
*513)3"!c( N#3&'3"+*( d*+"!6*( B3!!( D%(
wearing the iconic number 7 jersey 
as he makes his Premier League 
return with Manchester United. The 
"++*2+)%,%+'( B"&( *513)3"!!-( ,"6%(
by the English club on Friday. The 
Portuguese maestro will take the No.7 
shirt from Uruguayan striker Edison 
Cavani who will wear No.21, the same 
number that he wears for his national 
'%",.( G2'( $%''3+$( 43&( !%$%+6"#-(
jersey number back was anything 
but simple for Ronaldo as a Premier 
League rule stood in the way of the 
fairytale reunion. The rule stated that 
a shirt number cannot be changed 
once the season has already begun 
and to make this happen, United 
had to get a special dispensation 
from the Premier League board, 
something which had never been 
$#"+'%6( D%5*#%.( G2'( d*+"!6*( 4"&(
always been a trailblazer and 
after much deliberation, the board 
eventually had to relent. To quote 
d"13C3(5#*,(A4%(93*+(/3+$0(QA4%(/3+$(
4"&(#%'2#+%6.O(A4%(*513)3"!( &'"'%,%+'(
from United read, “Manchester 
]+3'%6( )"+( )*+13#,( '4"'( N#3&'3"+*(
Ronaldo will wear the iconic no.7 
shirt after returning to Old Trafford. 
The Portuguese superstar famously 
wore the legendary shirt number 
62#3+$(43&(13#&'(&8%!!("'(]+3'%6("+6(B%(
)"+( +*B( )*+13#,( '4"'( d*+"!6*( B3!!(
have it on his back once again. In his 
13#&'(&3e(&%"&*+&("'('4%()!2D0(D%'B%%+(
2003 and 2009, Ronaldo made 292 
appearances and scored 118 goals, 
winning nine trophies including 
three Premier League titles and the 
]P?>(N4",83*+&(9%"$2%.O(

The Section M Players’ 
H6%+'313)"'3*+( "+6( ='#380( *5( '4%(
Premier League Handbook for the 
KMKWfKK( &%"&*+( #%"6&0( QG%5*#%( '4%(
commencement of each Season, each 
Club shall allocate a different shirt 
+2,D%#( '*( %")4(,%,D%#(*5( 3'&( 13#&'7
team squad. While he remains with 
the Club a Player will retain his shirt 
number throughout the Season for 
which it was allocated.” While Section 
M.5 states: “Upon a Player leaving a 
Club the shirt number allocated to 
him may be re-allocated.” While in 
Spain, players are allowed to change 
numbers during the mid-season 
break, the rule is far more stringent 

in the Premier League which 
instantly marks Ronaldo’s jersey 
number reveal as an iconic moment. 
>))*#63+$('*(P=;ZE&(:"!%(R*4+&*+0('4%(
closest to the precedent was in 2011-
WK(B4%+(V*&&3(G%+"-*2+(4"6(Z*.WM("'(
Chelsea and when Juan Mata signed, 
the Premier League allowed him to 
'"C%( '4%( Z*.( WM( J%#&%-( SG%+"-*2+(
,*<%6( '*( gMT.( G2'( D-( '4%+0( N4%!&%"(
were already in the process of loaning 
G%+"-*2+( '*( >#&%+"!( "+6( 4%( B"&+E'(
named in another matchday squad. 
The transfer that made it easier for 
Ronaldo to regain his old favourite 
jersey was Daniel James £25m move 
to Leeds United, thereby vacating the 
No. 21 jersey, which Cavani ended up 
'"C3+$.(>+6("&("()"&)"63+$(%55%)'0('4%(
iconic No.7 came back to Manchester 
United’s prodigal son. Ronaldo 
expressed his gratitude that the 
Uruguayan centre-forward gave up 
the shirt number for him by sending 
him a message, saying, “I wasn’t sure 
if it would be possible to have the 
number seven shirt again. I would 
like to say a huge thank you to Edi 
for this incredible gesture.” Ronaldo 
has become so synonymous with the 
No.7 that it is hard to picture anyone 
else wearing it so it’s very easy to 
forget that when he initially joined 

Manchester United, he preferred 
the No.28, the number he wore for 
=8*#'3+$( 93&D*+.( H'( B"&( =3#( >!%e(
Ferguson who was the driving force 
behind changing his jersey number 
to the iconic United No.7, previously 
B*#+(D-('4%(!3C%&(*5(:"<36(G%)C4",0(
b%*#$%( G%&'( "+6( P#3)( N"+'*+".( A4%(
Portuguese superstar revealed this 
at an event back in 2017 where he 
said that Ferguson told him, “Look, 
I want you to wear the No.7 shirt.” 
“I was surprised because I knew of 
all the great players who wore that 
jersey,” Ronaldo said, adding, “It was 
the start of my successful stage in 
football. I did not only improve my 
football skills, but also my physique. 
H+(,-( 13<%( -%"#&( '4%#%0( H( !%"#+%6( '4%(
art of football. We won many things 
'*$%'4%#.(H'(B"&("(6#%",(5*#(,%.O(>5'%#(
'4"'()*+<%#&"'3*+(B3'4(=3#(>!%e0('4%#%(
was just no looking back for Ronaldo 
and till date, he is the last Manchester 
United No.7 to have left behind such 
an extensive legacy, unmatched by 
anyone who had to follow in his 
5**'&'%8&.(>+6("&( '4%(62&'( &%''!%&(*+(
the whirlwind transfer saga, where 
he came back to his spiritual home 
after a lengthy absence of 12 years, he 
looks to pick up exactly from where 
he had left off.

Tokyo, Agency. 

H+63"( &4**'%#( ><"+3( 9%C4"#"( )3+)4%6( '4%( D#*+F%( ,%6"!(
3+('4%(B*,%+E&(LM,(#31!%( '4#%%(8*&3'3*+&(=YW(%<%+'("'( '4%(
Tokyo Paralympics, here on Friday. This was Lekhara’s 
&%)*+6(,%6"!( *5( A*C-*( ;"#"!-,83)&0( ,"C3+$( 4%#( '4%( 13#&'(
Indian woman to win multiple medals at the Paralympics. 
Prior to her, Joginder Singh Sodhi was the only Indian to 

win multiple medals in the 
same edition of the Games 
when he bagged one silver 
and two bronze medals in the 
1984 Paralympics. His silver 
came in shot put, while the 
two bronze medals were won 
in discus and javelin throw. 
Lekhara had earlier become 
'4%(13#&'(H+63"+(B*,"+('*(B3+(
a Paralympic gold by claiming 
the top honours in the 10m 
"3#(#31!%(&'"+63+$(=YW(%<%+'(*+(

@*+6"-.(̂ +(?#36"-0('4%(WX7-%"#7*!6(9%C4"#"(U2"!313%6(&%)*+6(
5*#('4%(%<%+'(B3'4("(&)*#%(*5(WWhi.(H+('4%(13+"!&0(&4%('*'"!!%6(
\\L.X('*(13+3&4('43#6("+6()!3+)4(D#*+F%(,%6"!.(N43+"E&(a4"+$(
Cuiping won the gold with a new Paralympic record of 457.9, 
while German Natascha Hiltrop took the silver with a 457.1 
3+('4%(13+"!.(9%C4"#"E&(D#*+F%('**C('4%()*2+'#-E&(,%6"!(4"2!(
to 12 in the ongoing Paralympics Games. India has now won 
'B*($*!6&0(&3e(&3!<%#&("+6(5*2#(D#*+F%&.(><"+30(B4*(&2&'"3+%6(
spinal cord injuries in a car accident in 2012, started shooting 
on the insistence of her father in 2015. She was also inspired 
D-(̂ !-,83)($*!67,%6"!!3&'(#31!%(&4**'%#(>D43+"<(G3+6#"("5'%#(
reading his autobiography.

>7+%-&@*=5+(+&6-%#&:(/%?*A&
:*,/<*#&B(#4&C%)-+%&6/<+%&
to win 2 Paralympic medals

New Delhi, Agency. 

Spain lost 2-1 away to Sweden to drop to second 
8!")%(3+(b#*28(G0(B43!%(P+$!"+6("+6(G%!$32,(%"#+%6(
big wins to consolidate their group leads. That 
ended Italy’s perfect start to the qualifying campaign 
but nevertheless matched Spain’s record run of 35 
matches unbeaten, set between 2007 and 2009. 
Spain lost 2-1 away to Sweden to drop to second 
8!")%(3+(b#*28(G0(B43!%(P+$!"+6("+6(G%!$32,(%"#+%6(
big wins to consolidate their group leads. Federico 
Chiesa gave Italy the lead after a dominant start but 
'4%(>FF2##3( )*+)%6%6( 3'&( 13#&'($*"!( 3+( '4%(U2"!313%#&(
B4%+(>'"+"&(H!3%<(!%<%!%6("'('4%(%+6(*5('4%(13#&'(4"!5.(
=*,%( $#%"'( &'*8&( D-( G2!$"#3"( $*"!C%%8%#( b%*#$3(
Georgiev prevented. 

Italy from restoring its lead. Only the group 
winners directly qualify for the World Cup. Second-
8!")%( 13+3&4%#&( 5")%( "( 8!"-*55.( Y%#%E&( "( !**C( "'( '4%(
action in each group. Sweden came from behind to 
D%"'(=8"3+("+6( !%"85#*$( '4%(<3&3'*#&( 5*#( 13#&'(8!")%.(
N"#!*&(=*!%#( &)*#%6( 13<%(,3+2'%&( 3+'*(43&(6%D2'( 5*#(
=8"3+('*(82'('4%(<3&3'*#&(3+(5#*+'0(D2'(>!%C&"+6%#(H&"C(
leveled seconds later. Viktor Claesson put Sweden 
ahead for good in the 57th. Only some desperate 
defending by Spain’s defenders denied Isak a chance 
to add another goal on the counterattack. Sweden 
has a perfect nine points from three games, while 
Spain fell to second place with seven points from 

four games. Kosovo moved up to third after beating 
b%*#$3"(W7M.(@"+)3+3(4"6(#%)"!!%6("!!('4%(13'(8!"-%#&(
from his European Championship-winning squad 
5*#( '4%( '4#%%(I*#!6(N28(U2"!313%#&( "+6(+3+%(*5( '4%(
&'"#'3+$( !3+%28( "$"3+&'( G2!$"#3"( &'"#'%6( '4%( P2#*(
KMKM( 13+"!( "$"3+&'( P+$!"+6( 3+( R2!-.( A4%( >FF2##3(
dominated from the start and took the lead in the 
16th minute when Chiesa played a one-two with 
N3#*( H,,*D3!%( D%5*#%( 13#3+$( 3+'*( '4%( D*''*,( #3$4'(
corner. Italy seemed fully in control and had several 
)4"+)%&( '*( %e'%+6( 3'&( !%"6( D%5*#%( G2!$"#3"( !%<%!%6(
13<%(,3+2'%&( 5#*,(4"!5'3,%("$"3+&'( '4%( #2+(*5(8!"-.(
Kiril Despodov burst down the left before sending 
in a low pass for Iliev to sweep past Gianluigi 
Donnarumma. Italy moved four points ahead of 
second-place Switzerland, which has played two 
matches less. Lithuania is bottom of the group with 

zero points and lost 4-1 at home to Northern Ireland. 
d*,%!2(92C"C2(&)*#%6('B3)%("&('*87#"+C%6(G%!$32,(
came from an early goal down to beat Estonia 5-2 
"+6( &'"-( "'*8( b#*28( P.( P&'*+3"(,3613%!6%#(@"''3"&(
Kait put the hosts ahead in the second minute but 
the heavily favored Red Devils were quick to turn 
things around. With 10 points from four games, 
G%!$32,( #%'"3+%6( "( '4#%%78*3+'( !%"6( 3+( '4%( $#*28(
"4%"6(*5('4%(NF%)4(d%82D!3)0(B43)4(6%5%"'%6(G%!"#2&(
W7M.(G%!$32,(has scored 17 goals in the campaign, 
'4%(,*&'(*5("!!(P2#*8%"+('%",&.(I"!%&("+6(G%!"#2&(
are on three points while Estonia is pointless. 
England weathered a hostile atmosphere to beat 
Y2+$"#-(\7M(3+(3'&(13#&'($",%(&3+)%(!*&3+$('4%(P2#*(
KMKM(13+"!.(d"4%%,(='%#!3+$0(Y"##-(/"+%("+6(Y"##-(
@"$23#%( &)*#%6( 3+( "( W\7,3+2'%( 1!2##-( "+6(:%)!"+(
Rice added a second-half goal as England secured 
a fourth straight victory in the group to extend 
3'&(!%"6('*(13<%(8*3+'&(*+('4%(#*"6('*(U2"!35-3+$(5*#(
j"'"#.( ;*!"+6( 3&( &%)*+6( "5'%#( D%"'3+$( >!D"+3"( \7W(
B43!%(>+6*##"(%"#+%6(3'&(13#&'(B3+(D-(D%"'3+$(5%!!*B(
minnow San Marino 2-0 at home. Germany beat 
Liechtenstein 2-0 to move into second in the group, 
"( 8*3+'( D%43+6( &2#8#3&%( !%"6%#( >#,%+3".( b*"!&( 3+(
each half from Timo Werner and Leroy Sane helped 
b%#,"+-('*("(!"D*#%6(B3+(3+(3'&(13#&'(,"')4(2+6%#(
+%B( )*")4(Y"+&3( ?!3)C.( >#,%+3"( 6#*88%6( 3'&( 13#&'(
points of the campaign with a 0-0 draw against 
North Macedonia, which remained third. 

Italy held to draw, Spain loses in World Cup qualifying

>(1*%$%+A&D(+?-0&6-%&E/(0)&2"F&G"+0-B*(#H&2/0/<:-+&)(+6
New Delhi, Agency. 

G#"F3!( '*88%6( N43!%( W7M( 3+( ="+'3"$*( 3+( "( '%+&%( ,"')4(
B43!%( "#)4#3<"!&( >#$%+'3+"( 6%5%"'%6( _%+%F2%!"( g7W( "'(
'4%( ^!3,83)*( ='"632,( 3+( N"#")"&( 9%"6%#&( G#"F3!( "+6(
&%)*+678!")%(>#$%+'3+"(B*+( '4%3#( "B"-(,"')4%&( 3+( =*2'4(
>,%#3)"+(I*#!6(N28(U2"!313%#&(*+(A42#&6"-("4%"6(*5('4%3#(
superclasico. Neither Lionel Messi nor Neymar had great 
8%#5*#,"+)%&( 5*#( '4%3#( '%",&.( G#"F3!( '*88%6( N43!%( W7M( 3+(
Santiago in a tense match despite the absence of nine of its 
P+$!"+67D"&%6(8!"-%#&0(3+)!263+$(13<%(&'"#'%#&0(B4*(B%#%(+*'(
released by their clubs due to COVID-19-related quarantine 
restrictions. The only goal of the match was scored by 
&2D&'3'2'%(P<%#'*+(d3D%3#*.(G#"F3!(+*B(4"&(KW(8*3+'&(B3'4(
seven wins after seven matches. Chile is seventh with six 
8*3+'&.( G#"F3!E&( "#)47#3<"!&( >#$%+'3+"( 6%5%"'%6( _%+%F2%!"(
3-1 at the Olimpico Stadium in Caracas. Lautaro Martinez, 
R*"U23+( N*##%"( "+6( >+$%!( N*##%"( &)*#%6( 5*#( '4%( <3&3'*#&.(
Jeferson Soteldo netted from the spot for the hosts seconds 
D%5*#%( '4%( 13+"!(B43&'!%.( >#$%+'3+"( 3&( &%)*+6( *+( '4%( '"D!%(
with 15 points. Venezuela is on the bottom of the 10-team 
#*2+6(#*D3+(B3'4(5*2#(8*3+'&.(A43&(#*2+6(*5(=*2'4(>,%#3)"+(
U2"!313%#&( 4"&( &%%+( &%<%#"!( P+$!"+67D"&%6( 8!"-%#&( +*'(
'#"<%!(62%('*(N^_H:7WX(#%&'#3)'3*+&(3,8*&%6(D-('4%(G#3'3&4(
$*<%#+,%+'( '*( )*2+'#3%&(*5( '4%( #%$3*+.(>#$%+'3+"0( '4*2$40(
636(+*'(!*&%("+-(*5('4%(5*2#(3'()"!!%6(3+.(A4%(13#&'(5*2#('%",&(
will automatically qualify to play in Qatar next year. The 
135'478!")%('%",(B3!!('"C%(8"#'(3+("+(3+'%#+"'3*+"!(8!"-*55.(H+(
3'&(W7M(<3)'*#-(*<%#(N43!%0(G#"F3!(B"&(B3'4*2'(13<%(5#%U2%+'(
starters for the match. Goalkeeper Ederson, defender Thiago 
=3!<"0(,3613%!6%#(?#%60("+6(&'#3C%#&(d3)4"#!3&*+("+6(b"D#3%!(
R%&2&(636(+*'('#"<%!('*(=*2'4(>,%#3)".(N*")4(A3'%(6%)36%6('*(
change the team’s formation to use four men up front; Lucas 
;"U2%'k0(_3+3)32&( R2+3*#0(b"D#3%!(G"#D*&"("+6(Z%-,"#.(Y3&(

substitute goalkeeper Weverton was the best player of the 
13#&'(4"!5(3+(="+'3"$*0(,"C3+$(C%-(&"<%&(3+("(5#%%(C3)C('"C%+(
D-(>#'2#*(_36"!("+6('4%(#%D*2+6(4%"6%6(D-(P62"#6*(_"#$"&.(
A4%(&%)*+6(4"!5(4"6("(,*#%(8#*")'3<%(G#"F3!.(_3+3)32&(R#.(!%5'(
5*#(P<%#'*+(d3D%3#*("+6(G#2+*(b23,"#"%&(B"&(#%8!")%6(D-(
Gerson. Chile had fewer opportunities to score and ran the 
risk of offering more dangerous counters to the visitors. 
Chile kept most of the ball possession, but did not offer 
,2)4( #3&C( '*(I%<%#'*+( 2+'3!( '4%( %+6( *5( '4%(,"')4.( >&C%6(
about Sunday’s clasico, Ribeiro said it will not be a rematch 
"5'%#( >#$%+'3+"E&( W7M( <3)'*#-( "'( '4%( @"#")"+"( ='"632,( 3+(

R2!-E&(N*8"(>,%#3)"( 13+"!.( QG2'( 3'(B3!!( D%( "(43&'*#3)(,"')40(
5")3+$( >#$%+'3+"( 3&( "!B"-&( '*2$40O( 4%( &"36..( ^+( '4%( *'4%#(
4"+60( N*8"( >,%#3)"( )4",83*+&( >#$%+'3+"( 8!"-%6( B3'4( "(
man advantage after 32 minutes when defender Venezuelan 
>6#3k+(@"#'3+%F(B"&(&%+'(*55("5'%#("(4"#&4('")C!%(*+(@%&&3.(
9"2'"#*(@"#'3+%F(*8%+%6('4%(&)*#3+$(3+(13#&'74"!5(&'*88"$%(
time, assisted by Giovanni Lo Celso. Joaquin Correa doubled 
the lead in the 71st minute from the edge of the box after a 
quick exchange with Messi and Lautaro. Ángel Correa netted 
'4%('43#6(5#*,()!*&%(#"+$%('4#%%(,3+2'%&(!"'%#.(>#$%+'3+"E&(
victory was clinched when Soteldo scored for the hosts from 
'4%( &8*'.( QA*6"-( B%( 4"6( "( $#%"'( 13#&'( 4"!5( "+6( '4%-( B%#%(
6*B+(*+%0O(9"2'"#*(&"36.( Q>5'%#(B%(&)*#%6(B%(,"+"$%6( '*(
work with more gaps so we could bring the three points 
4*,%.O(Y"6(>#$%+'3+"(!*&'("'(_%+%F2%!"(3'(B*2!6(4"<%(D%%+(
overtaken by Ecuador, who beat Paraguay 2-0 hours earlier. 
?%!3e(A*##%&(&)*#%6('4%(13#&'($*"!(3+('4%([['4(,3+2'%(B3'4("(
4%"6%#.(@3)4"%!(P&'#"6"(+%''%6(43&(3+("66%6('3,%.(>#$%+'3+"(
has 15 points and Ecuador 12 in third place. Ecuador will 
host Chile in the next round, while sixth-place Paraguay is 
'*('"C%(*+(135'478!")%(N*!*,D3"0(B43)4(4"&(+3+%(8*3+'&("5'%#(
&%)2#3+$("(W7W(6#"B(B3'4(G*!3<3"( 3+( '4%("!'3'26%(*5(9"(;"F.(
Roger Martinez’s goal in the 69th minute gave Colombia the 
lead before Fernando Saucedo’s blast from outside the box 
!%<%!%6(5*#(%3$4'478!")%(G*!3<3"(3+('4%([g#6(,3+2'%.(>!&*(*+(
Thursday, Peru and Uruguay drew 1-1 in Lima. The hosts 
opened the scoring with Renato Tapia in the 24th minute 
B3'4( "( D3)-)!%( C3)C.( G2'( b3*#$3"+( 6%( >##"&)"%'"( C%8'( '4%(
Uruguayans in contention with a goal in the 29th minute, 
despite the absence of injured Luis Suárez and Edinson 
Cavani, who was not released by Manchester United. In 
*'4%#(,"')4%&(=2+6"-0(]#2$2"-(B3!!(4*&'(G*!3<3".(;%#2(B3!!(
take on Venezuela.

New Delhi, Agency. 

Fans were outraged when in an interview to an online media channel, Utsav Parekh, a 
,%,D%#(*5(>A/(@*42+(G"$"+E&(D*"#6(*5(63#%)'*#&0(&"36('4"'(@*42+(G"$"+()*2!6(+%<%#(4"<%(
6#%",'(*5(8!"-3+$(3+('4%(>?N(N28(3+'%#7F*+"!(&%,3713+"!&(B3'4*2'('4%(&288*#'(*5(>A/.(@*42+(
G"$"+("+6(P"&'(G%+$"!.(A4%&%("#%( '4%( 'B*(+",%&(B43)4("#%( &-+*+-,*2&(B3'4(/*!C"'"("&(
well as Indian football. The rivalry between the two clubs is the stuff of legends, with tales 
of incidents during matchdays as old as time. So, when in order to play in the Indian Super 
9%"$2%( SH=9T0( @*42+( G"$"+( 4"6( '*( ,%#$%( B3'4(
'4%(8#%7%e3&'3+$( H=9( 5#"+)43&%(>A/( 3+(KMKM0( 5"+&(
initially reacted with scepticism, thinking the 
identity of this once proud club was in jeopardy. 
A4%-( B%#%0( 4*B%<%#0( &*,%B4"'( 8")313%6( "5'%#(
>A/(@*42+(G"$"+( "++*2+)%6( '4"'( '4%-(B3!!( D%(
retaining the iconic green and maroon colours 
"&(B%!!("&(@*42+(G"$"+E&(!*$*.(A4%(5"+&E(3#%(B"&(
stoked once again when in an interview to an 
online media channel, Utsav Parekh, a member of 
>A/(@*42+(G"$"+E&(D*"#6(*5(63#%)'*#&0(&"36('4"'(
@*42+(G"$"+()*2!6(+%<%#(4"<%(6#%",'(*5(8!"-3+$(
3+( '4%( >?N( N28( 3+'%#7F*+"!( &%,3713+"!&( B3'4*2'(
'4%(&288*#'(*5(>A/.(A4%&%()*,,%+'&(!%6('*(&2)4("(D")C!"&4(*+(&*)3"!(,%63"('4"'(>A/(@*42+(
G"$"+(*+(A42#&6"-(4"6('*("8*!*$3&%(*+(D%4"!5(*5(;"#%C4.(Q>A/("#%(%+4"+)3+$(@*42+(G"$"+E&(
+",%.(A4%-(+%<%#(8!"-%6(3+('4%(>?N(N28(*+('4%3#(*B+(D%)"2&%('4%-(636(+*'(4"<%('4%()4"+)%(
'*(6*(&*0O(;"#%C4(4"6(&"36.(H+(*#6%#('*()*+'#*!('4%(&3'2"'3*+0(>A/(@*42+(G"$"+('B%%'%6l(QI%(
"8*!*$3&%(5*#("()*,,%+'(,"6%(D-(*+%(*5(*2#(63#%)'*#&(B3'4(#%&8%)'('*(>A/(@*42+(G"$"+E&(
8"#'3)38"'3*+( 3+( '4%(>?N(N28.(I%(4"<%(2',*&'( #%&8%)'( 5*#( '4%( #3)4( !%$")-( "+6(4%#3'"$%( *5(
@*42+(G"$"+("+6(B3!!()*+'3+2%('*(284*!6('4%(&",%.O

>'I&J/5"%&D+1+%&-##"*#&+F/0/18&+9*(&
/K,-+0;#&>L2&2"F&(*<+(=#&)(+6#&-(*

Chris Woakes does the trick for England
New Delhi, Agency. 

Woakes was England’s most deceptive bowler towards the 
backend of summer 2020. He could well end up their most 
lethal one towards the fag end of summer 2021. It was as 
though Chris Woakes had never gone away. That he was 
+*'( '4%( 4"8!%&&( $2-(B4*( &4"#%6( '4%( '"e3( B3'4(@*%%+( >!30(
who later tested positive for COVID-19, and then ended up 
spending the entire trip to Sri Lanka in isolation. That he 
was not the unfortunate guy who slipped down the stairs 
at home, injured his heel, and spent the best part of the 
summer re-grooving into prime bowling shape. That, he had 
existed invisibly, as he always had. Woakes was England’s 
most deceptive bowler towards the backend of summer 
2020. He could well end up their most lethal one towards 
'4%(5"$(%+6(*5(&2,,%#(KMKW.(̂ +("(6"-(B4%+(R",%&(>+6%#&*+(
looked a touch ragged, on his least favourite ground, Woakes, 
*+)%('*2'%6("&(>+6%#&*+E&(8#*'%$%0(#"+(H+63"(#"$$%60("&(35(4%(
had spent all those months in isolation and rehabilitation 
just sharpening his tools and brain waiting for his moment 
'*(&'#3C%.(H'('**C(43,(J2&'(13<%(D"!!&('*(&'#3C%(3+(43&()*,%D")C(
*<%#("+6(4%(&'#2)C('4#3)%(,*#%("+6(636("!!('43+$&(>+6%#&*+(
would often do. He swung the ball conventionally both ways, 
coaxed seam movement into the batsman later on, bowled 
the wobble-seamer, and then dialled his limited-overs 
"#'3!!%#-0( '4%( &!*B%#( *557)2''%#( S5*e3+$( d3&4"D4( ;"+'T( "+6(
the cross-seamers when India’s lower-order used the long 
handle to good effect. He made Day One England’s. 

He mostly bowls with a lovely upright seam position that 
hardly breaks in its path to the keeper’s gloves. It was one 
of the virtues that made heads turn when he was plucking 
wickets in the lower division. He presented a gorgeous 
seam when he had Kohli edge to the slip cordon, only to be 
betrayed by his captain Joe Root’s greasy palms. When he 
was young, he was told by coaches to never let go of his two 
big gifts the upright seam and the natural swing, both inter-
#%!"'%6.(>+6( 3+(43&(%"#!-( 3+'%#+"'3*+"!(6"-&0( 3'(B"&( '4%(#"#%(
<3#'2%('4"'(&B"-%6.("''%+'3*+.(G2'("&(43&()"#%%#(2+#*!!%60( 3+(
his quest to stay relevant and straddle formats, change he 
did. He is not as extravagant a swinger of the ball as he once 
was, he had to swap some for extra pace. Nor do all deliveries 
stream out of his hands with an upright, classical seam. Some 
B*DD!%0( &*,%( "#%( )#*&&7&%",%60( &*,%( 1!*"'.( Y3&( +%B7"$%(
tools were to be as effective as his classical weapons. The 
B*DD!%7&%",%#(5*#(3+&'"+)%.(Y%(83)C%6(3'(5#*,(>+6%#&*+(3+(

the nets but did not ape it blindly. He tweaked the technique 
to his method. He holds the ball a little wider on the seam 
B3'4(43&(13+$%#&(&!3$4'!-("8"#'0(4*!63+$(3'(!3C%("+("B"-(&B3+$%#(
with the seam pointing towards the slip. The wrist is slightly 
<%#'3)"!(!3C%(D*B!3+$("+(3+7&B3+$%#0(,"-D%("(#%"&*+(4%(13+6&(
more inward movement with the wobble-seamers. It’s a 
delivery he uses effectively against left-handed batsmen. One 
of them deceived Ravindra Jadeja, who did not account for 
the extra movement. In his next spell, a similar ball induced 
the outside edge of Rishabh Pant, but the seam did not quiver. 
The seam was proud and straight. To bowl the same delivery 
B3'4( 6355%#%+'( ,%'4*6&( 3&( >+6%#&*+7!3C%.( Y%( %<%+'2"!!-(
snapped Pant, who miscued a slower ball off-cutter, wherein 
4%( #2+&( 43&( 13+$%#&( 6*B+( '4%( #3$4'( &36%( *5( '4%( D"!!( "+6( 3'(
pitches and turns like a conventional off-break. It was one 
*5( '4%(6"-&(B4%+(4%(D%''%#%6(>+6%#&*+(*+( )%#'"3+( )*2+'&.(
Like when hitting the shortish bandwidth of the good-length 
5#%U2%+)-.(93C%(B4%+(4%(!2#%6(/*4!3("+6(3+62)%6("+(%6$%.(G2'(
he did bargain for the wicket that must be more prized than 
the Indian captain’s this summer, that of Rohit Sharma. He 
&'"#'%6(B3'4("+(*2'7&B3+$%#('4"'(13FF%6(8"&'(d*43'E&(*2'&36%(
edge, followed it with a string of deliveries that wobbled 
this way and that way, before he shortened his length and 
surprised the in-touch batsman with extra bounce that he 
was not expecting. It’s not a length that usually troubles 
him, but Woakes caught him by surprise. It’s what Woakes 
at his best could make batsmen do trick them to misjudge 
length. His skill to swing the ball from that length was equally 
&'"$$%#3+$0('4%(&*#'(*5(3+)478%#5%)'(D"!!('4"'(35(>+6%#&*+(4"6(
bowled, the world would have penned at a couple of odes on 
43&(&8"#C!3+$($%+32&.(G2'('4%+0(I*"C%&(%e3&'&(3+<3&3D!-.

!  The rule stated that a shirt number cannot be changed 
once the season has already begun and to make this 
happen, United had to get a special dispensation from the 
Premier League board, something which had never been 
granted before. But Ronaldo has always been a trailblazer 
and after much deliberation, the board eventually had 
!"#$%&%'!(#)"#*+"!%#,-./0/#1$"2#)3%#4/"'#5/'67#8)3%#5/'6#
3-9#$%!+$'%:(;#)3%#"1./</-&#9!-!%2%'!#1$"2#='/!%:#$%-:7#
8>-'<3%9!%$#='/!%:#<-'#<"'./$2#!3-!#?$/9!/-'"#,"'-&:"#@/&&#
wear the iconic no.7 shirt after returning to Old Trafford.

New Delhi, Agency. 

Top and middle order woes continue as India bowled out 
5*#(WXW(D2'(G2,#"40(V"6"<(&'#3C%('*(!%"<%(P+$!"+6("'(Lgfg(
Joe Root’s dismissal at the fag end of the day brought India 
back into the game. For a change, the England captain got out 
cheaply to an Umesh Yadav nip-backer. 

A4%(4*&'&(4"6(%"#!3%#(!*&'('4%3#(*8%+%#&('*(R"&8#3'(G2,#"40(
but Root was quick off the blocks. England’s 53/3 keeps India 
alive after another batting collapse. It was the same old story, 
although 191 all out was a marked improvement from 78 in 
the last game. Shardul Thakur’s counter-attack gave India’s 
13#&'( 3++3+$&( '*'"!( &*,%( #%&8%)'"D3!3'-.( G%5*#%( 43&( )4"#$%0(
Virat Kohli aside, wickets fell like a house of cards. Yet again, 
India’s batting had no answer to a nagging length and lateral 
movement. Yet again, Rishabh Pant fell prey to an atrocious 
shot. Thakur’s exhilarating hitting gave a full house at the 
^<"!('4%(,*&'()*,8%!!3+$(8"&&"$%(*5(8!"-(*+('4%(13#&'(6"-(*5(
the fourth Test. Some gorgeous cricket shots were played 
with sprinkles of agricultural swishes. It frustrated Root to 

the extent of bellowing at Ollie Pope, when the latter was 
*D!3<3*2&('*(43&()"8'"3+E&()"!!('*()4"+$%(43&(13%!63+$(8*&3'3*+.(
A4"C2#E&(8-#*'%)4+3)&("!&*(5*#)%6(d**'(*+('4%(6%5%+&3<%.(>'(
127/7, India looked shackled. Thakur broke it through back-
'*7D")C(5*2#&(*55(N4#3&(I*"C%&.(A4%(13#&'(*5('4*&%0("(B438(*<%#(
square leg, came off a short of a length delivery. Many times 
in this series, such deliveries got top order Indian batsmen 
squared up. Thakur, batting at No. 8, showed them the way. 
His 36-ball 57, including seven fours and three sixes, wasn’t 
quite a rescue act like the Gabba, for here at the Oval he didn’t 
4"<%("(I"&43+$'*+(=2+6"#("'('4%(*'4%#(%+6.(G2'(B3'4(],%&4(
Yadav in company, Thakur added 63 runs for the eighth 
wicket – Yadav’s contribution was 10 – to lift the mood of 
"($!**,-(6#%&&3+$7#**,.(A4%(13#&'(6"-E&(8!"-(4"6('B*(,3+3(
'2#+3+$(8*3+'&.(H5(A4"C2#E&(13$4'D")C("!!*B%6("+("&84-e3"'%6(
Indian batting to breathe again, England’s change of plans 
against Kohli took them into ascendency. In fact, the game 
)4"+$%6(&3$+313)"+'!-("5'%#('4%(13#&'(6#3+C&(D#%"C(8*&'7!2+)40(
when Root assembled his troops for a team huddle and asked 
his bowlers to drag the length back against the India captain.

CMN&7#&OMPQ&D+4#<*%&,+((8&:+11+1*&.(/<&@**)#&4/&R7+0



News in Breif

New Delhi, Agency. M Suresh took over the 
)4"#$%(*5(@%,D%#(S>3#(Z"<3$"'3*+(=%#<3)%&T(
"'(>3#8*#'&(>2'4*#3'-(*5(H+63"(S>>HT(*+(
Thursday. Prior to this assignment, Mr Suresh 
was holding the charge of post of Executive 
:3#%)'*#(S><3"'3*+(="5%'-T("'(N*#8*#"'%(
Y%"6U2"#'%#&(*5(>>H("+6(63&)4"#$3+$('4%(
strategic function of ensuring safety in 
aerodrome operation and air navigations 
services and developing and maintaining a 
&"5%'-(,"+"$%,%+'(8*!3)-(*5(>>H.(@#(=2#%&4(3&(
"+(>3#(Z"<3$"'3*+(=%#<3)%('%)4+3)"!(%e8%#'("+6(
has vast experience in planning, provision, 
operation and maintenance of CNS facilities, 
airport system facilities and information 
technology facilities at airports in India. He 
has been instrumental in the implementation 
*5(Z^N>=(_%#&3*+7K0('4%(G23!63+$(Y%3$4'(
Clearance Software for the public, SKY REV 
giM0(ZHN(N;;;(A#"3+3+$(;#*$#",0(%7^513)%(
deployment and the implementation of the 
G3*,%'#3)(>))%&&(N*+'#*!(8#*J%)'(3+(>>H(
and many such initiatives. He has a rich 
%e8%#3%+)%(*5(KL(-%"#&(3+(>>H(4*!63+$('4%(
8*&'&(*5(>3#8*#'(:3#%)'*#(5*#(@"62#"30(R",,2(
"+6(b*"(>3#8*#'.(Y%("!&*(4%!6('4%(8*&'&(*5(
b%+%#"!(@"+"$%#(S>3#8*#'(93)%+&3+$T("+6(
b%+%#"!(@"+"$%#(SHAT("'(NYj.(:2#3+$('43&(
assignment, he was responsible for licensing 
of new airports and renewal of license of 
existing operational airportsas well ushering 
the development and usage of IT platforms 
3+(>>H.(Y%("!&*(B*#C%6("&(d%$3*+"!(Pe%)2'3<%(
:3#%)'*#(SZ*#'4(P"&'(d%$3*+T("+6(B"&(
responsible for planning, design of modern 
state-of-the-art environment-friendly 
airport terminals and airside infrastructure 
!3C%(#2+B"-&0("8#*+("+6('4%3#(13+"+)3"!(
evaluation, regulatory clearances, tendering 
and award processes, etc. Mr Suresh is an 
Engineering Graduate in Electronics and 
N*,,2+3)"'3*+(B3'4("(@"&'%#(*5(G2&3+%&&(
>6,3+3&'#"'3*+(SYdT.(Y%("!&*(4*!6&("+(
H+'%#+"'3*+"!(>3#8*#'(;#*5%&&3*+"!((H>;(
6%$#%%("))*#6%6(D-(>3#8*#'&(N*2+)3!(
H+'%#+"'3*+"!("+6(H+'%#+"'3*+"!(N3<3!(><3"'3*+(
^#$"+3F"'3*+0("+(*513)3"!(&'"'%,%+'(&"36.

J&S"(*#5&4+=*#&/7*(&+#&
J*<:*(&T>-(&M+7-1+$/%&
S*(7-,*#U&+4&>>C

@+4*#4&VS&,*%#"#&B1"(*#&4*#4+<*%4&4/&7-4+0&(/0*&/.&
C%)-+%&><*(-,+%#&-%&,/"%4(8;#&F(/1(*##&Q&2/%1(*##<+%

 Washington, Agency. 

A*6"-0(3+('4%(]=0("!,*&'([M(8%#()%+'(*5(H+63"+7>,%#3)"+&(
have a college degree, possess the highest per capita 
income of any community, have a major presence in 
43$4!-()*,8%'3'3<%(13%!6&0(3+)!263+$()*,82'%#(&)3%+)%("+6(
13+"+)%0("+6("!,*&'(WM(8%#()%+'(*5(>,%#3)"+(6*)'*#&("#%(*5(
H+63"+(6%&)%+'.(A4%(!"'%&'()%+&2&(13$2#%&(#%<%"!('4"'(H+63"+(
>,%#3)"+&0(B4*(+*B()*,8#3&%(*<%#(\(,3!!3*+(8%*8!%("+6(
1.3 per cent of the country’s population, are increasingly 
vital to the cultural and economic success of the United 
='"'%&0( "+( 3+1!2%+'3"!( !"B,"C%#( &"36( *+( A42#&6"-.( QA43&(
community, like many other communities before them, 
is increasingly assimilating, increasingly establishing its 
13+"+)3"!("+6(8#*5%&&3*+"!(&2))%&&.(=*(+"'2#"!!-0(3'(!**C&('*(
determine how it can also give back to the communities 
3+(B43)4( 3'( #%&36%&0O( H+63"+7>,%#3)"+( N*+$#%&&,"+(d"J"(
Krishnamoorthi told PTI in an interview earlier this week. 
Krishnamoorthi said the recently released census data 
4"&( #%<%"!%6( '4"'( H+63"+7>,%#3)"+&0( +2,D%#3+$( ,*#%(
'4"+( \.K( ,3!!3*+( 8%*8!%0( "#%( +*'( *+!-( *+%( *5( >,%#3)"E&(
fastest-growing ethnic groups, with a population surge of 
more than 40 per cent since 2010, but also increasingly 
essential to the cultural and economic success of the 
country. Today, in the US, almost 80 per cent of Indian-
>,%#3)"+&(4"<%("()*!!%$%(6%$#%%0(8*&&%&&('4%(43$4%&'(8%#(
capita income of any community, have a major presence in 
43$4!-()*,8%'3'3<%(13%!6&0(3+)!263+$()*,82'%#(&)3%+)%("+6(
13+"+)%0("+6("!,*&'(WM(8%#()%+'(*5(>,%#3)"+(6*)'*#&("#%(

of Indian descent. “These census statistics are a testament 
'*( '4%( ")43%<%,%+'&( *5( '4%( H+63"+7>,%#3)"+( )*,,2+3'-(
"&( "+( >,%#3)"+( &2))%&&( &'*#-( "+6( '4%( 2+6%+3"D!%( '#2'4(
of the community’s integral role in the nation,” he said. 
9"'%&'()%+&2&(13$2#%&0('4%(!"B,"C%#(&"360(D"&3)"!!-(4%#"!6&(
'4%(")43%<%,%+'&(*5('4%(H+63"+(>,%#3)"+()*,,2+3'-(+*'(
only in terms of their economic, but also their educational 
and cultural success. “It also says so much about the great 
8#*,3&%(*5( '4%(>,%#3)"+(:#%",0(B43)4( 3&("!3<%("+6(B%!!(

"+6(B43)4(&*(,"+-(H+63"+(>,%#3)"+&(3+)!263+$(,-(5",3!-(
have lived,” he said. “There’s that old saying, to whom much 
3&($3<%+0(5#*,(B4*,(,2)4(3&(%e8%)'%6.(>+6(H('43+C('4"'(*2#(
community is blessed with incredible success, and now we 
are also giving back to this country. We need to do more 
and get even more integrated into the life and civic affairs 
of this country,” he asserted. Responding to a question, 
/#3&4+",**#'43(&"36(4%(B*2!6(!3C%(,*#%(H+63"+(>,%#3)"+&(
#2++3+$(5*#(8*!3'3)"!(*513)%&.(QH('43+C('4"'(H+63"+(>,%#3)"+&(
are really breaking into almost every endeavour, every 
aspect of academic, commercial journalistic and of course 
business life that you can possibly imagine. I would like to 
&%%(,*#%(SH+63"+(>,%#3)"+&T( 3+(%!%)'%6(*513)%0O(&4%(&"36.(
“We have made a lot of strides. Certainly Kamala Harris, 
being the Vice President is a huge accomplishment, or a 
huge feather in the cap,” he said. “What’s really important 
3&(5*#(H+63"+(>,%#3)"+&('*(#%)*$+3&%('4"'(+*'("!!(8%*8!%(3+(
the United States have enjoyed the same level of economic 
success or educational attainment, and it’s really up to 
us to help everyone else to succeed,” Krishnamoorthi 
&"36.( QH+63"+( >,%#3)"+&( 3,,3$#"'%60( *5'%+( '3,%&0( 5#*,(
circumstances that look nothing like what they enjoy today. 
>+6('4#*2$4('4%3#(4"#6(B*#C("+6('4%3#(%62)"'3*+0("&(B%!!(
as the great opportunities afforded by the United States 
were able to arrive where they are today.” “It is now up to 
us to both share the optimism of what’s possible, but also 
to share and create the opportunities for success for all 
others with whom we share this beautiful country,” he said.

Afghanistan, Agency.  

A4%(A"!3D"+(B*+('4%(B"#(3+(>5$4"+3&'"+("+6("+(%)*+*,3)()#3&3&(,"-(D%('4%3#(8#3F%.(A4%-(4"<%(
been cut off from the international banking system and from the country’s previous funding 
&*2#)%&0( !3C%( '4%( H+'%#+"'3*+"!( @*+%'"#-( ?2+60( '4%( I*#!6( G"+C( "+6( '4%( ].=.( $*<%#+,%+'.(
>&(>5$4"+&(8"-(&2#$3+$(8#3)%&( 5*#(%$$&("+6( 1!*2#("+6(&'"+6( 3+( !*+$( !3+%&("'( '4%(D"+C0(,*+%-(
)4"+$%#&( !3C%( P+"-"'2!!"4( "+6( 43&( 2+6%#$#*2+6( 13+"+)3"!( !35%!3+%( 4"<%( 5*2+6( '4%,&%!<%&(

in desperate demand. Enayatullah his family name 
withheld holds down a tiny point in a sprawling global 
network of informal lenders and backroom bankers 
called hawala. The Taliban used hawala to help fund 
their ultimately successful insurgency. Many households 
use it to get help from relatives in Istanbul, London and 
Doha, Qatar. Without cash from hawala, economic life in 
B4*!%(&B"'4&(*5(>5$4"+3&'"+(B*2!6()*,%('*("()#"&43+$(
halt. That is now a very real possibility. Foreign aid has 
dried up. Prices are surging. The value of the afghani 

)2##%+)-(3&('2,D!3+$.(A4%()*2+'#-E&(mX.\(D3!!3*+(3+(#%&%#<%&(4"<%(D%%+(5#*F%+.(>+6(4"B"!"(B3!!(
not be enough, said Enayatullah, adding that people’s need for money has become so desperate 
in the last week he raised his commission to 4% per transaction, about eight times his usual rate. 
The system is now struggling with a lack of money, leading the Taliban and dealers themselves 
to rein in activity to preserve cash. “The demand,” Enayatullah said, “is too much.” The Taliban 
B*+('4%(B"#(3+(>5$4"+3&'"+("+6("+(%)*+*,3)()#3&3&(,"-(D%('4%3#(8#3F%.(A4%-(4"<%(D%%+()2'(*55(
from the international banking system and from the country’s previous funding sources, like the 
H+'%#+"'3*+"!(@*+%'"#-(?2+60('4%(I*#!6(G"+C("+6('4%(].=.($*<%#+,%+'.(?*#%3$+("36(,"C%&(28(
+%"#!-(4"!5(*5(%)*+*,3)(*2'82'.(I3'4*2'(*'4%#(&*2#)%&(*5(,*+%-0(,3!!3*+&(*5(>5$4"+(8%*8!%()*2!6(
!*&%('4%($"3+&('4%-(,"6%0(3+(13'&("+6(&'"#'&0(*<%#('4%(8"&'('B*(6%)"6%&.(

Beijing, Agency. 

On Wednesday, Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi 
warned Kerry that deteriorating U.S.-China relations 
could undermine cooperation between the two on 
climate change. China needs to expand its efforts 
to reduce carbon emissions to help hold back the 
rise in global temperatures, U.S. climate envoy 
John Kerry said Thursday. The State Department 
said Kerry told Chinese Vice Premier Han Zheng 
in a virtual meeting that there is “no way” for the 
world to solve the climate crisis without China’s “full 
engagement and commitment.” China is the world’s 
largest carbon emitter, producing an estimated 27% 
of global greenhouse gases, followed by the United 
States. Kerry, a former U.S. secretary of state, was 
in the eastern Chinese port city of Tianjin for talks 
on stronger efforts to curb rising temperatures 
'*( +*( ,*#%( '4"+( W.L( 6%$#%%&( N%!&32&( SK.h( 6%$#%%&(
?"4#%+4%3'T(*<%#(8#%73+62&'#3"!(!%<%!&.(

Kerry told reporters in a phone call that Chinese 
*513)3"!&(#"3&%6()*+)%#+&("D*2'(].=.(")'3*+&('4%-(&%%(
as harmful to overall emissions-cutting efforts. He 
)3'%6(].=.( &"+)'3*+&(*+( &*!"#(8"+%!&( '4"'( '4%(G36%+(
administration believes China produces with the 
forced labor of ethnic minorities. Those matters 
B%#%( 28( '*( ;#%&36%+'( R*%( G36%+( "+6( =%)#%'"#-( *5(
='"'%(>+'*+-(G!3+C%+0(/%##-(&"36.(QG2'(H(B3!!()%#'"3+!-(
pass on to them the full nature of the message that 

I received from Chinese leaders, he said. Global 
decarbonizing efforts will come under the spotlight 
at a U.N. conference to be held in Glasgow, Scotland, 
in late November known as COP26. “Secretary Kerry 
emphasized the importance of the world taking 
serious climate actions in this critical decade and 
strengthening global climate ambition,” the State 
:%8"#',%+'( &"36( 3+( "( &'"'%,%+'.( N43+"E&( *513)3"!(
`3+42"(Z%B&(>$%+)-(U2*'%6(Y"+("&('%!!3+$(/%##-('4"'(
China had made “huge efforts” in tackling climate 
change and had achieved “remarkable results.” China 
Q4*8%&('4%(>,%#3)"+(&36%(B3!!()#%"'%('4%("88#*8#3"'%(
circumstances for jointly tackling climate change 
based on the spirit of the conversations between 
'4%3#( !%"6%#&0O(`3+42"(U2*'%6(Y"+("&( &"-3+$.(/%##-(
made a stop in Japan on Tuesday to discuss climate 
3&&2%&( B3'4( R"8"+%&%( *513)3"!&( D%5*#%( 4%"63+$( '*(

China. On Wednesday, Chinese Foreign Minister 
Wang Yi warned Kerry that deteriorating U.S.-China 
relations could undermine cooperation between 
the two on climate change. Such cooperation 
cannot be separated from the broader relationship, 
Wang told Kerry by video link. Relations between 
I"&43+$'*+( "+6( G%3J3+$( 4"<%( D%%+( &'#"3+%6( D-(
disputes over trade, technology and human rights. 
Y*B%<%#0('4%('B*(&36%&(4"<%(36%+'313%6('4%()!3,"'%(
crisis as an area for possible cooperation following 
G36%+E&(6%)3&3*+('*(#%J*3+('4%('4%(KMWL(;"#3&()!3,"'%(
accord. China obtains roughly 60% of its power 
5#*,( )*"!( "+6( 3&( *8%+3+$( ,*#%( )*"!713#%6( 8*B%#(
plants, while also committing to reducing its use 
of the fossil fuel. In the phone call with reporters 
later Thursday before his departure, Kerry said his 
talks with Wang, Han, senior foreign policy adviser 
V"+$( R3%)43( "+6(N43+%&%( )!3,"'%( )4"+$%( %+<*-(`3%(
Zhenhua were productive, but that the world was 
hoping for China to do more to cut emissions. “China 
is doing a lot in a lot of ways, but it’s a huge country,” 
/%##-( &"36.( Y%( &"36( '4%( *8%+3+$( *5( +%B( )*"!713#%6(
power plants both inside China and by Chinese 
companies in other countries could scupper efforts 
to halt the rise in global temperatures and were 
counterintuitive and counterproductive.” Kerry said 
N43+%&%( *513)3"!&( '*!6( 43,( '4%-( "#%( 6#"5'3+$( "( +%B(
plan to address the rise in emissions, but that the 
details were not yet clear. 

VS&*%7/8&I*((8&#+8#&25-%+&,(",-+0&4/&5+%)0-%1&,0-<+4*&,(-#-# Short on money, legal and 

/45*(6-#*A&45*&'+0-:+%&.+,*&+&,(-#-#

Hyderabad, Agency.  >(Y-6%#"D"6(D"&%6(
>$#3()*+&2!'3+$()*,8"+-0(d>V(N*+&2!'3+$(
*#$"+3F%6("+(>$#37G2&3+%&&(=2,,3'("'(;"#C(
Y-"''(4%#%(*+(A42#&6"-.(A%!"+$"+"(>$#3)2!'2#%(
Minister Singireddy Niranjan Reddy who was 
supposed to attend could not make it to the 
program as he was with Chief Minister in 
Delhi. So he sent a message. In his message, 
he said farmers need innovative products, 
methods. Together we all play a crucial role in 
'43&(J*2#+%-('*(%+"D!%(3++*<"'3*+&(3+('4%(>$#3(
Sector. Research and Extension plays a central 
role in Innovation he said Speaking further the 
Minister added that building an agricultural 
ecosystem is very important to the overall 
ecosystem. We in Telangana is witnessing a 
b*!6%+(>$%(3+(>$#3)2!'2#%.(?"#,(3++*<"'3*+&0(
=,"#'(;*2!'#-0(=,"#'(>$#3)2!'2#%0(&%",!%&&(
growth in land farming he said. The need of 
the hour is to produce more with less natural 
resources. Netherlands, Spain, Israel like many 
tiny countries have demonstrated how they 
)*2!6(%e)%!(3+(>$#3)2!'2#%.(A4%('*8(8#3*#3'-(
5*#(A%!"+$"+"(b*<%#+,%+'(3&(>$#3)2!'2#%0(
the Minister said. The government is giving 
special importance to setting up food 
processing zones. He urged the companies 
to come forward and set up Food Processing 
2+3'&(3+('4%(&'"'%.(d"$42+"+6"+(d"*0(>;N(n(
=%)#%'"#-('*(b*<%#+,%+'(>$#3(n(N**8(:%8'0(
Govt of Telangana said for the government 
3+('4%(!"&'(h(-%"#&(>$#3)2!'2#%(#%,"3+%6('4%(
focus of its activity. Telangana is the only 
state to provide 24 hours power supply to 
"!!('4%(&%)'*#&.(;%#4"8&(3'(3&('4%(13#&'(&'"'%('*(
provide investment and input assistance to 
every farmer twice a year at the beginning of 
the crop season. Rs 40,000 crore assistance 
was extended under this scheme so far. It 
is the only state which has fully functional 
farmers’ insurance. 

W>X&2/%#"0$%1&/(1+%-?*#&
>1(-YD"#-%*##&S"<<-4&
in Hyderabad

Islamabad, Agency.  

=24"3!(=4"4%%+0(A"!3D"+(&8*C%&,"+( 5*#( 3'&(8*!3'3)"!(*513)%( 3+(:*4"0(
3+( "+( %e)!2&3<%( 3+'%#<3%B( '*(GGN( '4#*2$4( <36%*( !3+C( *+(A42#&6"-0(
said: “We will raise our voice and say that Muslims are your own 
people, your own citizens and they are entitled to equal rights under 
-*2#(!"B.O(>,36()*+)%#+&(3+(H+63"('4"'(>5$4"+(&*3!(2+6%#('4%(A"!3D"+(
regime can be used for terrorist activities against it, the insurgent 
group has said it has the right to speak out in favour of Muslims 
anywhere, including in Kashmir, though it does not have a policy of 
conducting “armed operations” against any country. Suhail Shaheen, 
A"!3D"+( &8*C%&,"+( 5*#( 3'&( 8*!3'3)"!( *513)%( 3+( :*4"0( 3+( "+( %e)!2&3<%(
3+'%#<3%B( '*( GGN( '4#*2$4( <36%*( !3+C( *+( A42#&6"-0( &"36l( QI%( B3!!(
raise our voice and say that Muslims are your own people, your 
own citizens and they are entitled to equal rights under your law.” 
>&(@2&!3,&0(3'(B"&('4%($#*28E&(#3$4'('*(&8%"C(*2'(5*#(@2&!3,&(!3<3+$(
in Kashmir and any other country, Shaheen said while speaking 
from Doha. While recalling the terms of the Doha agreement with 
the US, he said they had “no policy of conducting armed operations 

against any country”. Shaheen’s remarks came days after the 
@3+3&'#-(*5(Pe'%#+"!(>55"3#&(3+(Z%B(:%!43(&"36(H+63"+(%+<*-('*(j"'"#(
:%%8"C(@3''"!(,%'(=4%#(@*4",,"6(>DD"&(='"+%CF"30( '4%(4%"6(*5(
'4%(A"!3D"+E&(;*!3'3)"!(^513)%(3+(:*4"0("'('4%(#%U2%&'(*5('4%($#*28.(H+(
'4%( ,%%'3+$0( @3''"!( )*+<%-%6( '*( ='"+%CF"3( '4"'( >5$4"+3&'"+E&( &*3!(
should not be used for anti-Indian activities and terrorism. It was 
'4%(13#&'(82D!3)!-(")C+*B!%6$%6(5*#,"!(638!*,"'3)(%+$"$%,%+'('4"'(
)",%( 'B*( B%%C&( "5'%#( '4%( A"!3D"+( &%3F%6( )*+'#*!( *5( >5$4"+3&'"+.(
@P>(=8*C%&8%#&*+(>#3+6",(G"$)43(&"36("'(43&(B%%C!-(D#3%13+$(*+(
A42#&6"-('4"'( H+63"E&( 3,,%63"'%( 5*)2&( 3+(>5$4"+3&'"+( 3&( '*(%+&2#%(
'4"'(>5$4"+(&*3!( 3&(+*'(2&%6(5*#('%##*#3&'(")'3<3'3%&("$"3+&'( 3'("+6(3'(
was still “very early days” to talk about any possible recognition to 
the Taliban. On a question on Mittal’s meeting with Stanekzai, he 
said: “We used the opportunity to convey our concerns whether it is 
3+($%''3+$(8%*8!%(*2'(S5#*,(>5$4"+3&'"+T(*#(*+('4%(3&&2%(*5('%##*#3&,.(
We received a positive response. Regarding the Haqqani Network, 
Shaheen said that the propaganda against the Haqqanis was based 
on mere claims. He said Haqqani is not a group but they are part of 
'4%(H&!",3)(P,3#"'%(*5(>5$4"+3&'"+.(QA4%-("#%('4%(H&!",3)(P,3#"'%(*5(
>5$4"+3&'"+0O(4%("66%6.(Y3&(#%,"#C&()",%("&("5'%#(>!7j"%6"('4#*2$4(
3'&( >!7="4"D( ,%63"( "&C%6( '4%( @2&!3,( )*,,2+3'-( '*( Q5#%%O( *'4%#(
@2&!3,( !"+6&( "5'%#( '4%( !3D%#"'3*+(*5(>5$4"+3&'"+0( 82''3+$(/"&4,3#(
*+( '4%( !3&'( *5( '"#$%'&( *5( J34"6.( G%&36%&( /"&4,3#0( 3'( &4*#'!3&'%6( '4%(
Levant, comprising Iraq, Syria, Jordan and Lebanon; Maghreb, or 
'4%(#%$3*+(3+(+*#'4B%&'(>5#3)"()*+&3&'3+$(*5(93D-"0(@*#*))*0(>!$%#3"0(
Mauritania, Tunisia and Somalia; and Yemen on its priorities.

E*&5+7*&(-154&4/&(+-#*&7/-,*&./(&
J"#0-<#&+%865*(*&-%,0")-%1&

I+#5<-(A&#+8#&'+0-:+%

Vaccines not an option, life for 
families with young children

Los Angeles, Agency. 

G%)"2&%("(<"))3+%(3&(+*'(-%'("2'4*#3F%6(
for young children and may not be 
for some time, their families are left 
3+( "( 8"#'3)2!"#!-( 63513)2!'( 8*&3'3*+(
heading into this school year. President 
R*%( G36%+( 4"&( 6%)!"#%6( '4%( )2##%+'(
coronavirus surge a “pandemic of the 
2+<"))3+"'%6.O(G2'("&( '4%(]+3'%6(='"'%&(
confronts its worst moment of the 
pandemic since the winter, there is a 
group of 48 million people who do not 
have the option of getting a vaccine: 
)43!6#%+( -*2+$%#( '4"+( WK.( G%)"2&%( "(
vaccine is not yet authorized for young 
children and may not be for some time, 
their families are left in a particularly 
63513)2!'( 8*&3'3*+( 4%"63+$( 3+'*( '43&(
school year. “Waiting for a vaccine for 
the under-12 set has started to feel like 
waiting for Godot,” said Dana Gilbert, 
49, of Minneapolis. Her 11-year-old son 
was born prematurely and has special 
needs, and a family doctor advised that 
he not return to school in person until 
a vaccine is available. She had hoped 
that might happen by now. Instead, she 
3&( &)#",D!3+$( '*( 13+6( "( '2'*#.( Y%#( 8!"+(
is to wait out the clock: Keep him at 
home until a vaccine is authorized for 
emergency use or until he turns 12 next 
-%"#0(B43)4%<%#()*,%&(13#&'.(

Polls show that a considerable 
number of parents do not intend to get 
their children vaccinated even when 
shots become available. The Kaiser 
Family Foundation found that 25%-30% 
of parents with younger children would 
Q6%13+3'%!-( +*'O( $%'( '4%,( <"))3+"'%6.( >(
Gallup poll found that 46% do not plan 
'*( 6*( &*.( G2'(,3!!3*+&( *5( *'4%#( 5",3!3%&(
are in anxious limbo, waiting for a 
vaccine as the delta variant leads to a 
swell of new cases, including in children. 
The timeline for a vaccine for children 
younger than 12 initially expected by this 
5"!!( "88%"#&( '*( 4"<%( &!*B%6( "&( *513)3"!&(
consider safety, effectiveness and 
6*&"$%.( :#.( >+'4*+-( ?"2)30( '4%( +"'3*+E&(
top infectious disease expert, recently 
indicated that a vaccine could become 
available to young children “hopefully by 
the mid, late fall and early winter.” Shots 
5*#()43!6#%+("$%&(L7WW("#%(%e8%)'%6(13#&'o(
children as young as 6 months may 
have to wait longer. In interviews, many 
parents of children younger than 12 
described feeling increasingly desperate, 
angry and backed into a corner as they 
reluctantly send their children into the 
classroom this fall or resort to drastic 
actions to keep them safe. Others are 
less worried but equally frustrated 
as they head into another school year 
marked by pandemic rules. In some 

cases, mandates are being applied most 
stringently to young children not eligible 
for a vaccine. “It doesn’t feel like there 
are any good options at this point,” said 
>63+"(P!!3&0( \L0(B4*( '*&&%6( "+6( '2#+%6(
in bed for hours the night before school 
started this week in Washington, D.C., 
racked with indecision about whether 
to send her 6-year-old son, Cassius. 
Ellis lost her father to COVID-19 last 
year and had been among a group of 
parents calling for the mayor to allow 
#%,*'%( !%"#+3+$.( G2'( !3C%( &*,%( *'4%#(
large cities, Washington is requiring 
nearly all students to attend in person 
'43&(-%"#.(^+('4%(13#&'(6"-(*5(&)4**!0(P!!3&(
rose before dawn, sat on her front porch 
with her husband and made a “game-
time decision,” she said, to drop her son 
off at school. Watching him walk up the 
steps, carrying a Hot Wheels backpack, 
some part of her became resigned to 
the possibility that he may get infected. 
“That thought will haunt me for as long 
as he’s going to school unvaccinated,” 
she said. The data on coronavirus cases 
in children is imperfect, but by most 
accounts, serious illness has been rare. 
Throughout the pandemic, fewer than 2 
in 100 COVID-19 cases in children have 
resulted in hospitalization, and fewer 
than 3 in 10,000 cases have resulted 
in death, according to state-level data 
"+"!-F%6( D-( '4%( >,%#3)"+( >)"6%,-( *5(
;%63"'#3)&.(G%)"2&%(,"+-("&-,8'*,"'3)(
cases in children may go undetected, the 
#3&C()*2!6(D%(!*B%#.(G2'('4%(6%!'"(<"#3"+'(
has added a new wrinkle that is not yet 
fully understood. More children are now 
$%''3+$(&%#3*2&!-(&3)C("&(4*&83'"!&(13!!(28(
with coronavirus patients, by and large 
unvaccinated. Delta is roughly twice as 
infectious as the original virus, leading to 
more overall infections, and researchers 
are seeking to understand whether it 
is also more severe. One recent study 
found that delta is more likely to cause 

hospitalizations. Some children have 
also developed debilitating long-term 
cases of COVID, even after initially 
mild or asymptomatic infections. That 
uncertainty has left parents to make 
their own risk calculations, often 
coming to vastly different conclusions. 
Mike Mulder, 41, is more worried about 
his children’s risk from a vaccine than 
5#*,( N^_H:7WX( 3'&%!5.( Q>( !*'( *5( 8%*8!%(
like to paint people like us as anti-vax, 
but we’re not,” said Mulder, who lives in 
San Luis Obispo County, California, and 
is part of a parent group that pushed for 
in-person learning and mask freedom 
during the pandemic. He said he had 
vaccinated his six children for other 
diseases but was not yet ready to do 
so for the coronavirus because of the 
lack of long-term studies. “We are just 
concerned, like so many other people, 
that it’s so new,” he said. Todd Newlin, 40, 
of Ramsey, Minnesota, near Minneapolis, 
said that he and his wife were vaccinated 
and planned to vaccinate their children, 
ages 4, 9 and 11, when a shot became 
available. He is open to the vaccines, 
in part, because he wants his family to 
be able to travel, go unmasked and live 
!35%( "&( +*#,"!!-( "&( 8*&&3D!%.( G2'( B3'4(
cases rising, his district enacted a mask 
requirement for kindergarten through 
sixth grade. Older students who have 
the option to be vaccinated  do not have 
the same requirement. He said he would 
reluctantly follow the local mandate, 
although he views the health risks for 
children who get the coronavirus as 
relatively low. “I’m not going to teach 
,-(C36&('*(!3<%(3+(5%"#0O(4%(&"36.(>'(!%"&'(
450 children have died from COVID-19, 
according to the Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention, out of more 
than 640,000 people who have died in 
'4%( ]+3'%6( ='"'%&.( >!%e"+6#"( =3,D"p"(
looks at the same risks and is gripped 
with fear. 
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New Delhi, Agency. 

The theory regarding Spider-Man No Way Home goes that 
Charlie Cox will reprise the role of Matt Murdock/Daredevil 
in the movie. English actor Charlie Cox has opened up about 

the crazy fan theory regarding his 
appearance in Spider-Man: No Way 
Home. The theory goes that he 
will reprise the role of Daredevil 
in the movie from the original 
Z%'1!3e7@"#<%!(&%#3%&.(A4%('4%*#-(
was bolstered by the arms of a 
mysterious individual in the trailer. 
MCU fans thought they saw Cox in 
the shot. The proof, the theory says, 
is that we never see the face of the 
said individual. While speaking 

to Steve Varley on the latter’s YouTube channel, Cox said 
rather vaguely, “I wouldn’t want to ruin something either 
way. Do you know what I mean? So, it makes me a little 
"+e3*2&(3+('4"'(#%$"#6(D%)"2&%(3'E&("(63513)2!'('43+$('*('"!C(
about. You know all I would say, I guess everyone, myself 
included, is just gonna have to wait and see what happens.” 
Earlier Cox had insisted to Comicbook.com: “I can promise 
you those are not my forearms.” It is telling that now he 
trying to be a little more mysterious. Meanwhile, No Way 
Home, which brings back Tom Holland, is all set to be a mini 
><%+$%#&(,*<3%(B3'4(,2!'38!%(@N]()4"#")'%#&.(N4"#")'%#&(
from previous Spider-Man franchises starring Tobey 
@"$23#%("+6(>+6#%B(b"#13%!6(B3!!("!&*("88%"#('4"+C&('*(
'4%(,2!'3<%#&%(+*B(D%3+$("(#%"!3'-(3+(@N].(>!5#%6(@*!3+"E&(
Doctor Octopus and Jamie Foxx’s Electro are already 
)*+13#,%60("+6(*'4%#&(B%#%(43+'%6("'(3+('4%('#"3!%#.(

Charlie Cox on popular theory about 
N+(*)*7-0&:*-%1&+&F+(4&/.&SF-)*(YJ+%&M/&
E+8&Z/<*Q&[C4&<+=*#&<*&+&0-\0*&+%]-/"#;

New Delhi, Agency. 

TV presenter Sanjana Ganesan, the wife of 
)#3)C%'%#( R"&8#3'( G2,#"40( &4"#%6( "( 83)'2#%( *5(
4%#&%!5( "!*+$( B3'4( >+2&4C"( =4"#,".( A4%( !"63%&(
posed for the picture as India played against 
P+$!"+6.( G*!!-B**6( ")'*#( >+2&4C"( =4"#,"( 3&(
cheering for the Indian cricket team at the Oval 
along with Sanjana Ganesan, and the wives of other 
cricketers. India is playing the fourth test against 
England in London, UK. TV presenter Sanjana 
b"+%&"+0( '4%( B35%( *5( )#3)C%'%#( R"&8#3'( G2,#"40(
&4"#%6( "( 83)'2#%( *5( 4%#&%!5( "!*+$( B3'4( >+2&4C"(
=4"#,"( SB35%( *5( &C388%#( _3#"'( /*4!3T0( ;#"'3,"(
=3+$4(SB35%(*5(H&4"+'(=4"#,"T0(>"&43'"(=**6(SB35%(
*5(@"-"+C(>$$"#B"!T0("+6(;#3'43(Z"#"-"+"+(SB35%(
*5(d(>&4B3+T.(A4%()"8'3*+(*5('4%(84*'*(#%"60(QG")C(
B3'4('4%(!"63%&(ccc(O(A4%(!"63%&(8*&%6(5*#('4%(83)'2#%(
"&(H+63"(8!"-%6("$"3+&'(P+$!"+6.(>!!(*5('4%,(!**C(
)43)( 3+( '4%3#( B%&'%#+( *2'13'&.( >+2&4C"( &%%,&( '*(
be beaming with happiness as she smiles for 
'4%( &42''%#D2$.( A4%( H+63"+( '%",( 3&( D"''3+$( 13#&'(

"5'%#( !*&3+$( '4%( '*&&.( >+2&4C"( 4"&( D%%+( $3<3+$( "(
glimpse into her stay in London along with her 
husband Kohli and daughter Vamika. She often 
shares photos from the streets of England too. On 
'4%(B*#C( 5#*+'0(>+2&4C"( 3&( %e8%)'%6( '*( &'"#( 3+( "(
13!,(D"&%6(*+(R42!"+(b*&B",3.(=4%(B"&(!"&'(&%%+(
on the silver screen in Shah Rukh Khan-starrer 
Zero, almost three years ago. The actor has been 

D2&-(8#*62)3+$(13!,&("+6(&%#3%&(3+('4%(,%"+'3,%.(
Last year, she won acclaim as a producer with the 
>,"F*+(;#3,%(_36%*(&%#3%&(;""'"!(9*C("+6(Z%'1!3e(
4*##*#( 6#","( G2!DD2!0( 63#%)'%6( D-( >+<3'"( :2''.(
Her upcoming production is Qala, which marks the 
&)#%%+(6%D2'(*5(!"'%(H##5"+E&(&*+(G"D3!.(H'("!&*(&'"#&(
G2!DD2!(&'"#(A#38'3(:3,#3("+6(4"&(D%%+(4%!,%6(D-(
>+<3'"(:2''(b28'"+.

>%"#5=+&S5+(<+A&S+%^+%+&P+%*#+%&+%)&/45*(&
,(-,=*4*(;#&6-7*#&,5**(&./(&4*+<&C%)-+&+4&R7+0A&

S+-(+&D+%"&4/&:*&#5-9*)&/"4&/.&C2V&
4/</((/6&Q&Z/#F-4+0&/K,-+0#

Mumbai, Agency. 

>+( *513)3"!( 5#*,(
Hinduja Hospital, 
Khar Mumbai told 
i n d i a n e x p r e s s .
)*,( '4"'( ="3#"( G"+2(
was treated for left 
ventricular failure with 
ischaemia. Late actor Dilip 
Kumar’s wife and senior actor 
="3#"( G"+2( B"&( "6,3''%6( '*(
the Hinduja Hospital after she 
complained of chest congestion 
earlier this week. She was kept 
in ICU for the past few days, and 
though stable, she was under 
observation for several health-
related issues like low blood 

8#%&&2#%.(G"+2("!&*(#%U23#%6("+("+$3*$#"84-(5*#("+(3&&2%(B3'4(4%#(!%5'(<%+'#3)2!"#.(A*6"-0("+(*513)3"!(5#*,('4%(
hospital informed indianexpress.com that the 77-year-old actor was treated for the left ventricular failure 
B3'4(3&)4"%,3".(A4%(*513)3"!(&"360(Q="3#"(G"+2(B"&('#%"'%6(5*#(!%5'(<%+'#3)2!"#(5"3!2#%(B3'4(3&)4"%,3"("+6(3&(
out of crisis. She will probably be shifted out of the ICU tomorrow as conveyed by the treating consultant 
:#.(Z3'3+(b*C4"!%.O(^+(A42#&6"-0(="3#"(G"+2E&(&8*C%&8%#&*+("+6(5",3!-(5#3%+6(?"3&"!(?""#*U23(4"6(&"36(
that she might need a procedure for her left ventricular but the doctors would take a call. He had 
said, “Saira Ji’s doctor Nitin Gokhale suspects that there could be an issue with her left ventricular, 
for which she will need to go through an "+$3*$#"84-0(D2'( '4"'E&(+*'(2#$%+'.(G2'(
we are going with what the doctor &"-&.( >!!( &"36( "+6( 6*+%0( ="3#"( J3(
is stable and should be out of the 4*&83'"!( &**+.O( ="3#"( G"+2(
lost her husband, veteran actor Dilip Kumar on July 7. 

New Delhi, Agency.  

V",3( b"2'",0( B43!%( 8#*,*'3+$( G4**'( ;*!3)%0( B"&(
called “fair and lovely” which she did not like. 
G*!!-B**6( ")'*#( V",3(b"2'",(,3$4'( 4"<%( %+6*#&%6(
fairness products in the past, but she is averse to its 
#%5%#%+)%('*6"-.(>'("(#%)%+'(8#*,*'3*+"!(%<%+'(5*#(4%#(
28)*,3+$(13!,(G4**'(;*!3)%0(V",3($"<%("(83%)%(*5(4%#(
mind when a photographer called her “fair and lovely”. 
The incident happened in Mumbai during a photo-op. 
One of the photographers called her “Fair and lovely 
-"4"+(8"#(S?"3#("+6(!*<%!-0(!**C(4%#%T0O(#%5%##3+$('*('4%(+",%(*5("(5*#,%#(5"3#+%&&(
cream brand that she endorsed. The brand might have rolled back from the market, 
D2'(V",3(#%52&%6('*("))%8'('4%(,%+'3*+("+6(&"360(QPC(D""#("2#(D*!"(+"(S6"#%(-*2(
&"-('4"'(*+%(,*#%('3,%T.O(=4%("66%60(Q="-(B3'4(#%&8%)'q+*'(&2)4(+",%&.O(?*#('4%(
promotional event, Yami Gautam sported an Egyptian look along with ‘dejhoor’, the 
'#"63'3*+"!(/"&4,3#3()4"3+(B*#+(3+(%"#&.(V",3E&(+%e'(13!,(G4**'(;*!3)%(3&(&)4%62!%6(
to release on Disney Plus Hotstar on September 17. The horror-comedy also stars 
="35(>!3(/4"+0(>#J2+(/"8**#("+6(R")U2%!3+%(?%#+"+6%F.

Varun Dhawan : ‘Sidharth Shukla 
would wrap his arms around Alia 

Bhatt and me and walk through crowds’

Mumbai, Agency.  

Sidharth Shukla’s Humpty Sharma Ki Dulhania co-star Varun Dhawan 
penned a heartfelt post. The tragic death of popular television star 
Sidharth Shukla has left his close ones devastated. While family and 
friends are still trying to come to terms with the loss, his colleagues and 
fans have been paying emotional tributes to the actor. While being one 
of the most popular faces on television, Sidharth also made his dream 
6%D2'(3+(G*!!-B**6(3+(:4"#,"(;#*62)'3*+&E(Y2,8'-(=4"#,"(/3(:2!4"+3"(
in 2014. Remembering his co-star, Varun Dhawan took to Instagram and 
&4"#%6("+(%,*'3*+"!(8*&'0("!*+$(B3'4("(84*'*(5#*,('4%(13!,(8#*,*'3*+&.(
Varun called him ‘brother’ and passed his condolences to the family. He 
also mentioned how ‘heaven has gained a star today, while the world 

lost one’. “Rip brother u are loved by 
so many and u touched so many with 
ur kind heart and beautiful personality. 
Today heaven has gained a star and we 
have lost one. My deepest condolences to 
the family and loved ones,” wrote Varun. 
Varun has always been vocal about his 
fondness for Sidharth. When he had visited 
'4%( G3$$( G*&&( Wg( 4*2&%( '*( 8#*,*'%( ='#%%'(
:"+)%#0('4%(G*!!-B**6(&'"#(4"6(,%+'3*+%6('4"'(
Sidharth was a close friend. He also shared that 
Sidharth was a caring and protective friend to 
D*'4( 43,( "+6( >!3"( G4"''0(B4*( 8!"-%6( 43&( 13"+)%%(
in Humpty Sharma. “During promotions, given 
his build, Sidharth would wrap his arms around 
both of us and walk through crowds. He has always 
been protective of his friends,” Varun had shared, while 
requesting Sidharth to stay cool in the show. Even during the 
13!,E&(#%!%"&%0(_"#2+(4"6(&8*C%+("D*2'(=364"#'4E&(8*82!"#3'-.(
>'("(8#%&&(,%%'0('4%(")'*#(&4"#%60(QH+(G*#3<"!3(B%(B%#%(&4**'3+$.(
First there were a couple of aunties, and I didn’t pay much attention 
thinking there was a kids’ market nearby. Then some school kids 
came calling Sidharth’s name, that’s when I realised there’s going 
to be a problem.” While Sidharth Shukla has been part of many 
shows, his career reached new heights after his participation 
3+(G3$$(G*&&(Wg.(A4%( ")'*#(B*+( '4%( #%"!3'-( &4*B0( "+6( &3+)%(
then has been part of many endorsements, collaborations 
and music videos. Earlier this year, he also made his digital 
6%D2'(B3'4(G#*C%+(G2'(G%"2'352!(g.

Mumbai, Agency.  

?!*#%+)%( ;2$4E&( V%!%+"( G%!*<"( 3&( "(
&3&'%#713$2#%( '*( =)"#!%''( R*4"+&&*+E&(
Natasha Romanoff. Her performance 
has been singled out by many critics 
as the highlight of the movie. Florence 
Pugh forays into the Marvel Cinematic 
]+3<%#&%(B3'4(G!")C(I36*B.(=4%(6*+&(
'4%( #*!%( *5( V%!%+"( G%!*<"0( "( &3&'%#(
13$2#%( '*(=)"#!%''( R*4"+&&*+E&(Z"'"&4"(
Romanoff. Her performance has been 
singled out by many critics as the 
highlight of the movie. While both 
Z"'"&4"("+6(V%!%+"("#%(rG!")C(I36*B&E(
or women trained since a young age 
to be ruthless assassins and a tool of 
the Russian state, Pugh’s character 
could not escape the network of Red 
d**,(!3C%(Z"'"&4"(636(SD-(6%5%)'3+$('*(=.Y.H.P.9.:T.(Y*B%<%#0(6%&83'%('4%(
trials and tribulations of her life as a killer and an unwitting pawn of 
a crime lord, Yelena has retained her sense of optimism, humour, and 
childlike enthusiasm for little things. While speaking to Indianexpress.

com in a press conference, Pugh 
revealed that the very idea of being 
in a movie with Johansson and Cate 
=4*#'!"+6(S63#%)'*#T(B"&(%e)3'3+$(5*#(
her. The lure was also the character 
itself. She told us, “I was so touched 
that she is a character that’s loved 
"+6( 5*!!*B%6( D-( &*( ,"+-.( >+6( &4%(
3&( G!")C( I36*BE&( -*2+$%#( &3&'%#0( &*(
that’s a big role to kind of step into. I 
was really excited by the possibility of 
making a new silhouette of a woman in 
the MCU. There was potential to create 
new conversations, have new stories 
and make new moments for women.” 
She added that the potential of making 
something new was the reason she 
enjoyed playing the role. She lauded Cate 
for allowing her to “think freely, to create 

this character and to make her as weird as I wanted her to.” 
“I really wanted Yelena to be odd and strange and have weird 
'3,3+$( "+6( '*( 13$4'( "B%&*,%!-0O( ;2$4( &"36.( G!")C( I36*B(
releases on September 3 on Disney Plus Hotstar.

D0+,=&E-)/6&+,4/(&L0/(*%,*&_"15Q&[E+%4*)&4/&
make Yelena as odd and strange as possible’
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left ventricular failure 

with ischaemia and 
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will probably be 

shifted out of the 

ICU tomorrow 

as conveyed by 

the treating 

consultant 

Dr. Nitin 

Gokhale.” 
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